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ABSTRACT

In Greek lieratwe, a person's Moira (Fate) was a personal boundary of character.
'Trying to be someone you're not' was considered a transgression (Hybris) of this

boundary, and resulted in punishment (Nemesis). This thesis explores the topic of
transgression by modem day travelers, who 'take fate into their own hands' and step
away f?om their middle class destinies to follow their individual dreams and aspirations.
It will examine this topic through a series of sources, which include classical narratives,

'real life' traveler nmtives, and Puer / Senex characteristics.
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PREFACE

How to Read This Test
If during the reading of this thesis you find yourself asking the question "So

what's your poim:?' then you are approaching this text fkom the wrong perspective. This
thesis does not have a point or a question. It has a topic. The difference is that with a
point or question, a text tries to answer or say something specific. With a topic, a text
tries to explore and narrate about the ideas, issues, and philosophies surrounding that
topic. This 'topology' of a topic does not lead us to an answer. Instead the topology
considers what (and how) is surrounding, influencing, and affecting that topic. It is a
discussion of elements and their relationships.
Consider approaching this thesis in a similar way that you would a biographical
novel. Ifyou were to read a biographical novel for an answer or a point, you would sunly
be a)fiustrated and b)rniss out on a lot of learning and experience. The learning and
experience is not about facts, figures, and conclusions. Instead it is about encountering
and understanding new ideas, people, and in this case, perspectives.
You will also find that the text sometimes gets 'sidetracked'. This is done on
purpose, and will be explained in the introduction, which, true to form, gets sidetracked.
Don't worry if an idea or an understanding comes to you that you think was not intended;
it's part of the intent.
Some Conventions

For the most part, the narratives told by traveler are italicized. All quotations use
"double quotation marks." 'Single quotation' marks are used for special terms, quotations
within quotations, or common phrases or assumptions. The last of these is used often

since this thesis tries to evoke the historical and philosophical assumptions from behind
the common phrases.
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through their own blind folly, have sorrows beyond that which is

ordained.
Homer, The Odvssev
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CHAPTER I INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION
Peter
"Well" stwed

Peter "'ajterIfinisheed low school and wtzcied, I started my own

small practice and drd thatfor about 4 years. ?hen we

(Zymt md I ) p

k e d up the hanw

d ki&, bought a buat, and sailed for three years. Next, we came back to Torontofor
aboutfour years, and then lefr again and d e d f o r seven years. Now we 've been buckfor
about sixyearsmdwe'iisee.

"

Kbt do you suy to t W ? What do you sqy to a matter of fact statement spoken in

a manner as ifnothing out of the ordiniuy had happened? Thefirst thing that came to my
mind was to ask ''well what about the business and the clients you built up?"
'Y closed the business" replied Peter, once again in a matter offact fashion.

"So whor didyou do when you came back thefirst time?"
''Sfartedfiomscratch"
' A n d when you left the second time?"

"Closed it down again, mrd then started it qp again when we came back. '"
I thought, "llurr 's crazy, that's impossible - he haF to have something thal he 's
not taking about". I war witnessing a corruption of my common narratives about the
'progression of lije '. My m u t i v e s were corrupted by a new kind of m a t i v e : a
narrative of trmsgression by a trmeier.
I use the word 'corruption' because that is what it feit like. It was a breaking of

the most common assumptions about 'how li$e works.' Even in grade ten, when I met
Peter, I 'knew ' what I needed to do in order to cto well in life. I trad toflnish school, go to
university, maybe take a year off to trclveI, but better to get my ymt in the door' with a
'not so glamoraus'job in orrier to 'gainexperience ', so thut @er afav years I could get
a goodposition, with good benefit. Xhrough thisprocess I warld be able to retire with
security and 'enjoymyfinal years. '
This is especially true in Peter's profession. Everybody knows that if you take
law, you will hove to (m a low student sar-ci) ''go through hell in law schod, work 60

hour weeks wticiing, and then spend several yens doing grunt work before you develop
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a client base. Only then riayou start making red money.

"

1felt like telling this to Peter,

@ in care he &d not d r s l a n d it. I felt like telling him that "lve is not like that", but it

was too ime. Peter seemed to have done it already.

When I was seven, my mother tofd me a story about the bumble bee und how.
according to science, it is not supposed tofly due to its smuli wings and heavy b w . Yet
the bumble bee dmsfi. The rearon, my mother exploned. is that it does not know that it
is not supposed to fly. Zhis is what I felt like when listening to Peter. I felt like grabbing
the bumble bee and explaining to it thor it could notfly. Instead, the bumble bee m n g me
with his nmrutive, mad I was inflamed

Moira
Moira, in Homeric literature, was the term used to explain a person's personal
boundaries. Moira was who he was 'fated' to be. Thus a commoner was fated to remain a
commoner, and a king a king. The same held for a hero, dutiful husband, titan, or god.
All would be well so long as he did not try to be something he was not. Thus a commoner
should not strive to be a noble, nor could a hero 'fall back' to be a commoner1. Any
action that contradicted whatlwho he was (Moira), was considered to be an act of hybris
(transgression) and was quickly punished with Nemesis (retribution).

THESIS TOPlC
Our topic is the transgression of Moira by modem travelers. It is the topology that
we will travel across and stop to consider, inspect, and most importantly, 'live in' for a
period of time. We will read this topic through a series of sources, which include classical
narratives, traveler narratives, and Puer/Senex characteristics.

Peter is an example of a traveler. He came &om a middle class background, and a
middle class 'destiny.' He recognized his moira (boundaries), transgressed it, and
contrary to his Homeric predecessors, he continues to do so without retribution. We will
examine some of the earliest accounts of Homeric Moria. We will consider how its
1

Odysseus tried to assume the role of a peasant so that he would not have to uphold Agamemtlon's honor
and fight in Troy.Due to this action, he almost lost his son (Melville 1986, p.295).
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narratives and their morals are presently evoked in our daily language, and see how
these narratives affkct our Lives. In contrast to these ancient narratives, we will evoke the
narratives of true-life travelers who have also transgressed their personal boundaries. We
will consider how these people, contrary to the narrative heroes, have not been punished
for their transgressions, but instead lead incredibly rich and meaningfbl lives.
The term 'traveler', then, has a double meaning within our context. It describes a
person who physically moves through regions of the world in search of meaning. It also
describes a person who explores ideas and crosses mental and philosophical borders and
boundaries in search of similar meaning and greater perspective. It is the second meaning
that we will consider and elaborate on. The first meaning (physical traveler) will be used

as an example or metaphorical symbol for anyone who "passes into the unknown in
search of meaning" (King 1987, p. 2 17).

An tnterruptive Question
At the beginning ofpreparing and researching for this thesis, I was approached by
a man who considered himself a non-traveler. He asked me "what does the traveler have
to say to and about me?"
This is a very intriguing question. The thesis can not simply address the current
traveler, as this would be the age old mistake of 'preaching to the converted.' We need to
address those who do not see themselves as travelers. In order to do this, we may first
have to consider how a non-traveler perceives a traveler (and vise versa). The initial
perception of both groups, seem to invoke either a romanticized ideal or a cynical vision
of foolishness and/or passivity. Chapter Two will address these images, and compare the
two groups (travelers vs. settled people) t o the Latin notions of Puer and Senex (Youth

and Age).
For now however, our intenuptive question tiom this man stands: Why
should the non-traveling person read this thesis? First of all, this thesis has to be
something more than a guide to a new lifestyle. We have to address someone even if he
does not want to be a traveler, or does not w e about transgressing Moira and other
boundaries.
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Perhaps the best way to answer this question is to directly address this particular
person and his lifestyle. At first glance, he seems to have little in common with the
traveler. He lives a quiet life in the mountains, has a fiunily, a mortgage, and commutes
every day to a salaried job with benefits and employment security. This initial glance has
little in common with the unpredictable and almost chaotic environment of a globe
trotting traveler who has little security and even less routine.

The problem with these two opposing images is that they are caricatures. They are
visions of the 'other' that creep into our minds at first impulse. More often than not, our
consideration of these images stops at that point. Therefore, the two lifestyles seem to
have little to do, or to say witWto each other. If, on the other hand, we continue to
consider both groups, we might find common topics and that both groups address. Our
effort is not to prove that we are all the same, but that we may all address each otherFor example, although our non-traveler lives a 'settled' life in the mountains, he
finds it anything but a settling experience. The longer he stays in this one place, and the
more he comes to understand about it, the more complex it becomes. He once told me "I
find it unsettling to realize that after many years of seeing one type of chickadee w m e to

our feeder, that I have in fact been watching three distinct varieties of chickadee . . . or
that the slide tracks in the snow on the nearby hill are not made by the kids next door but
by a moose that I still haven't seen!" In other words, the 'quiet place in the mountains'

has turned out to be anything but a 'settling' experience. It keeps expanding and
distuhing what my friend has always thought he knew.
It is only by listening to his stories with the assumption that perhaps what he has
to say might be true to our lives, that we begin to understand him. For his story is similar

to that of a traveler who sails to a distant isle, where he hopes life is 'simpler'. Upon
aniving at that island, the traveler finds that it slowly transforms fiom the poetic image of
pink sand and turquoise sea, to a place that is "sociallymore intricate than we could have
ever imagined ... where every day we realized that o w jarntey to

find peace

and

simplicity was not oniy misguitkd, but would have been impproprial ... so it turns out
that the place we had hoped wouIblfirrfi2' us, accomplished this task, but in a completely
d~flerentwuy.

"
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Perhaps then, we can address this 'settled yet unsettled' man when his narrative
and historical horizon fbses with that of the traveler. The two horizons are not fused by a
common physical interest such as traveling, but by a common consideration. Our
"dialogue [is] grounded in a wncern which the interpreter and the author share toward a
common question" (Mallery, Hurwitz, & D u e , 1987 p. 365).

In this instance the

common question is about our surroundings and their constant 'disturbance' of what we
thought we knew about them. In other words, the narratives and discussions about
transgression can tell us something about ourselves outside of what their authors may
have intended.

If we simply focus on the physical traveler as our topic, we might miss many
people who could otherwise have contributed to, and been part of, the discussion. On the
other hand, we can attempt to focus on a topic that is crucial to a traveler, and then 'read'
the topic through traveler as a key source.

A Note
Thus well before we have begun, our journey has already been sidetracked. By
listening to a diversion (the non-traveler's question), we are alerted to an issue that needs
to be dealt with before our original discussion can occur. Like traveling in the physical
world, we need to be ready and open to these diversions.

The Travelers
Apart fiom the Puer/Senex characteristics, mentioned above, there are two more

groups that we should address the topic through. The first is the travelers themselves, for
they are the ones who have committed these transgressions. As one traveler wrote,

I get excited when I meet [other ttmiers]. I get excited because the conversation
change.sfiom the cynicism ofaby-to-dzy lije: complaining about the bad jobp the messy
house. rhe screaming kit& the 'if only ' statementspand 'real world' excuses. Ail of that
changes to whal we have h e mtd what we want to do next. The conversation changes

from 'why we

to 'how we hove and contime to do so.' It is not a &emy
comrsatzon about ive wish lists; it is an energized discussion . . . it's not the
can't'

accomplzshments that bring us togethec i t 's not "Oh I've been there md there, and done
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that and thut"; N's the process thut interests us: "and m&n&

there has to be o d~flerentwuy to...

it occurred to me that

"

The format of this thesis tries to mimic the content, form, and energy of the
travelers' discussions and lifestyles. We will rely on their narratives to address the topic's
topology. Their narratives will weave through the text, as they have already begun. I have
also included some of my own narratives, as I am not an objective observer of their
happening, but a traveler myself
It is important to include the traveler narratives, as many travelers find that these
short tales and anecdotes have been (and continue to be) one of the most important tools
for understanding and contemplating their lifestyle. As Huston Smith metaphorical1y
explains, "When a wild elephant is to be trained, the best way to begin is by yoking it to
one that has already been through the process. By contact, the wild one comes to see that
the condition it is being led toward is not wholly incompatible with being an elephant"
(Smith 1991, p. 105).
Thus to understand who the traveler is in comparison to a 'normal' lifestyle, we
might perhaps 'yoke' ourselves to some of the travelers and their narratives. By walking
beside them, we might come to understand that their lifestyles "[do] not contradict [ourl

nature categorically and herald a condition that, though startlingly different, is viable"
(Ibid). It is this viability, this real possibility of 'ordinary' people doing 'extraordinary
things', that creates the energy and content of a traveler's dialogue.

The Classic Narratives
Classical literature is the final source that we will read this topic through, for this
thesis is not simply a description of people's individual and isolated experiences. Lurking
behind their words, ideas, and actions, is a history longer than our recorded ideas. A
conversation or an idea "takes place not in a small room between two people in two
chairs walled off fiom the historical scene. History is in the room" (Hillman 1979b, p. 6).

If we ignore this history and those who came before us, then we will be lost in our own
narcissism. Likewise if we isolate our interpretations as belonging to ourselves, then we
"abandon [ourselves] to the isolation of 'personal knowledge' . . . and we equally
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abandon the inter-weaves of tradition and language and their mythologies" (Jardine
For Western travelers, historical narratives originate from the early Babylonian,

Greek, and Roman texts. These sources gave birth to the ideas of fate, luck hybris, and
'proper bounds', all of which we will discuss throughout the thesis. Through the
centuries, these ideas and notions have unwnsciously filtered up to us. They continue to
fdter through stories, wncepts and expressions to such an extent that we unconsciously
evoke them within our daily speech, thoughts, and lifestyles. In other words, even if we
never read them, these ancient stories address us and influence our decisions, with or
without our consent.
We must understand each idea and the source it came fiom, not necessarily, as
Dilthey would have it, to develop an objective truth of what it means in its historical

context (Dilthey 1976, p. 104- 105), or like Habermas, to find an objective truth about the
topic (Warner 1989 p.555-556). Rather, we must understand the classical texts so that
we can read deeper through them, and come to understand our topic as a hsion of the

past and present. From these ancient sources, we might learn something that they did not
mean, but which now, through the fusion of two narrative horizons, they do.

In other words, Homer did not mean to address the middle bracket professionals
who decide to home-school their kids as they drift aboard their 46ft C&C7s.Nor does the
modern day traveler curse the goddesses of the night, or regard the Homeric epics as she
considers moving out of her suburban neighborhood.
Yet when the two (traveler and Homeric epic) encounter, a dialogue occurs
between them, where each brings a specific historical and narrative horizon. Through this
encounter, each is changed by bootstrapping (resolving) what it has known with what it is
encountering. They find themselves addressing each other directly. The Homer Epic
becomes a parental figure, and the travelers somehow become its quarreling children.
Originally, there was no intent on behalf of either party, yet while reading each other they
can not help but address and be addressed, personally and specifically.
In this same fashion, we (the readers of this text) are also addressed and address

the ancient stories, the traveler narratives, and this thesis itself. Thus "to understand is to
understand differently than the author, or even one's own earlier interpretations, precisely
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because the process involves creating new horizons by boot strapping the old horizons
which they replace" (Mallery, et al., 1987, p.365).
Worth mentioning again, though Homer did not intend to address us, his stories
already do, even before we read them. Even if we never read them, they are mingling
within other stories and ideas that evolved fiom them. They are found in our speech, our
offhand comments, and our stated and unstated values. Therefore, "what thus seem
initially to be individualistic autobiographical searchings turn out to be revelations of
traditions" (Fischer 1986, p. 198). These traditional ideas have lost their former names
but they are still ever-present. They are our assumptions and they are what 'everybody
knows', yet no one articulates. In this unarticulated 'common knowledge', we might find
Moira's outlined boundaries. By considering and challenging these onarticulated
assumptions, we might understand what is, and is not, transgressable. Thus, our task at

hand, is to articulate the taken for granted (Husserl 1970).
Guiding Us Along: Where are we going, and when we will get there?
You will have to bear with me here and more importantly, you will have to bear
without me. Although I may guide you through this thesis, I will not 'walk you through
it7.Though I may outline the direction we intend to take, I will not list the things that you
should 'come out' with at the end of it. 1 cannot do this because, through the process of
reading this text, you will have a personal "conversation" (Gadarner 1989, p.383) with it,
and "no one knows in advance what will 'come out' of a conversation" (Ibid).
I cannot write a list of performance objectives that you should be able to

demonstrate at the end of this reading, nor can I guarantee that we will arrive at a specific
destination. I can not, because I do not know you. I do not know what you will bring to
the discussion and how willing you are to negotiate a new understanding of the topic.
This negotiation process is not 'bargaining' or a binary event of persuasion. It is a fusion
(melting) of what you understand about a topic with what the text presents. Therefore,
what you 'come to', will depend on who you are and what you have already encountered.
At the same time, I can not simply abandon you to the text without any
preparation. Doing so would be similar to dropping you off at the airport and wishing you
luck. While reading this thesis, like the traveler, you must be prepared and 'open to
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opportunity.' A traveler's life is characterized by opportune moments, which instigate
sudden and unforeseen changes. Though we might have an idea of where we are going,
the destination and the route towards that destination can not be laid out in stone, for it

assumes that the process of the travel (and readingllearning) will not affed us. Being
closed off to the opportunity and the process of traveling results in a teacher ignoring one
of her student's questions about a type of tree, because "today we're learning about
dinosaurs."
"Where are we going?" and especially "when are we going to get there" cannot
be specifically answered for us. If it i s then we have stopped traveling. We are simply

commuting to a destination; we are waiting to get there while anticipating the conclusion.
Any deviation from the path to that conclusion (destination) is considered an interruptive
tangent or 'pee break'. Traveling the physical world in this fashion results in Contikki
tourist tours that let you "do Europe in ten days and eight countries."

In the literary

world, it allows for assumptions like "it was such a good read, that I couldn't put the
book down."
Gadamer would call this form of travel as "kitsch", for "we only see what we
already know, not wishing to see anything else. We enjoy the encounter insofar as it
simply provides a feeble coafirmation of the familiar, instead of changing us. This means
that a person who is already prepared . . . can sense the intent behind the effect"
(Gadamer 1986a p. 52).
By being warned of everything that we will learn and encounter, we are able to
prepare ourselves before hand in such a way that by the time we have encountered it, it
no longer affects us. We have received the message and are simply waiting for the
messenger to arrive with the confinnation. This form of travel views any deviation in
negative terms. It precludes any possibility that the place where we stop off for a 'pee
break' might actually keep us for several days. It fmds it impossible that a small,
unnamed valley might demand more time and attention than the Grand Canyon.

In a small Luo village near the border of China, I encountered an Australian
cowple who were looking to go on a trek to see the ancient hill tribes. lhillvriland had been
commercialized with gimmicky tour operators and so they came to Laos to see the 'real'
hill tribes people in their 'mtural' way of life. m y were locking toflnd a guide to take

then into the hills, but c m h ' t find one. The owner of the pension that we were

staying at, suggested that they go to the morning market. 2lw next

m,they m
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e back

@om the morning market tired and upset. i%ey were fiusfrated by how few people qoke
English, and how no one s e e d to take them serious& when they suid they wanted to see
the hill tribes people. m e owner of the pension, eqhined that the reason why so few of
the people knew how to p a k English was because most of them were*

the hill tribes

and on& cmne to the town once a month to trade their goodr at the market.

Traveling Through A Tert
From the traveler's physical world we can learn a method that can be applied to
reading a text. This method constantly tries to understand the direction in which the text
is heading. We cannot, however, set our expectations and proposed destinations in stone.
E w e rigidly stay within our initial ideas of what we think a text might be about, then we

are destined to a dry and disappointing experience. Our approach has to be flexible and
open to what our travels through this text reveal to us.
This revelation is a combination of the text mixing within our own experiences. It
is always reevaluating what has happened to us, at every point in our encounter, as if it

was our last. Thus at any point in our journey, when can say 'this is what our travels are
about' while at the same time knowing that at the beginning of the journey we had uttered
something different, and will inevitably change our statement W e r down the road
(Gadamer 1989 p. 99).

Thus, in the same instance, we experience a duality: our

experience is always complete and comprehensible, while at the same time, it is always
"yet to be decided" (Gadamer, 1989, p.361).

Likewise, I as the writer may approach this text in different ways. I could research

and write everything down and then finally write a matching purpose and conclusion.
Alternately, I could write down one hypothesis and try to prove it. What both of these
approaches would miss however, would be those fantastic detours. For even if they
occurred they would be quickly hurried in order to get 'back on the bus'. Perhaps w e
need to move on to a more specific metaphor. Perhaps in our journey we stop by an
antique bookstore, which after a quick inspection, reveals manuscripts detailing the area's
history. If rushed and kept on course, we might argue that though this may be interesting,
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it is not our aim We would thus omit reading and researching something that would

have been unique and inevitably led us back to, and at the same time altered, our original

taskI used the antique store metaphor because it might reflect our initial consideration

of the ancient Greeks. At first glance, we might consider their stories mildly relevant to
this thesis but only in a minor capacity as italicized points of interests. Everyone knows
that Odysseus was a traveler, but what effect or knowledge could his stories have on the

real life philosophies of the modem traveler?
At first, our readings into Greek literature may seem appropriate only fiom an
academic effort to cover all of our bases, in the off chance that someone might try to
parallel something to the dead Greeks. What we might never imagine is that the dead

Greeks may come alive on us to such an extent that we begin to need them, and that they
might need us. For as we reread the classics, their stories mix with our own material.
They point us in directions that we would have not considered, and find ideas that address
some of our questions. All of this occurs precisely because we stay open to the
'intemptions' that momentarily lead us away fiom our topic.
Without truly considering (and challenging) them, the classic narratives will
remain the same in our minds: Ancient Manuscripts telling of Old Legends and Classic
Philosophies that are Rich in History. They become things we respect without knowing
why we respect them. They are the Great Teachers that have never really taught us. We
turn to them fiom a "connoisseur" point of view (Gadarner 1986a p.52), and listen to who

they are more than what they have to say2.
The Ancient Greeks are our Grandparents who tell us stories of the olden days at
bedtime and around the campfire. The shock comes when we go back to our grandparents

and find that they are more than entertaining story tellers; that they have real advice to
give us, and even more importantly, that they have real questions to ask us.
Perhaps the image of the ancient narratives as our grandparents could be a lasting
symbol in this thesis. Both groups bear all of the above mentioned marks: tradition,

* This does not negate the fact that they are actually a f f ' g our daily lives and thoughts. W e are simply
unaware of i t and consider them to be ' o ~ m a'. l
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history, wisdom, and respect. They are also what we need to challenge and rebel fiom;
they are also who we may need to go back to for counsel.

Summary
I have never been able to articulate an exact 'methodology' for traveling. Perhaps

it is because there is no such thing. Perhaps there "is no art or technique of happening
onto things. There is no method of stumbling" (Weinsheimer 1985 p. 7). In this instance,
the best advice that the traveler can give about approaching the unknown world is
through personal proverbs about "Imkingfor opportunitf,

''stqng opn", or as one

traveler put it ''watchfor the uniwrse unffdng."
For as we begin our journey, our worst preparation would be to be ready. Being
ready in the traditional sense means being stiff. It means being prepared for anything that
migki: hurt or affect us. It means understanding everything that we might encounter well
before we have encountered it. This does not mean that we should never understand
anything, but that we must recognize how our understanding 'blinds' us to other forms of
understanding.
Hillman uses the metaphor of a candle in a dim lit room. He writes "at the same
moment that we light the candle we create 'outer darkness'" (Hillman 1979b p. 12). This
outer darkness is especially dangerous for the traveler, or anyone who treads into
unknown territory. This is especially the case when we become 'enlightened7 before we
enter the new space. "Snuff the candle and twilight dawns again at the outer edges of the

room which just before were impenetrable recesses of shadow" (Ibid).
This is why a 'good read' and a 'planned trip' may turn out to be nothing but
kitsch. For when we are "habitual, feeling most certain, ruling fiom within that which we
know best, we are the least reflectively aware. Close to the light our sight is shortest"
(Hillman 1979b p. 19).
Traveling is often an opportunity to stray away fiom the known light, and inspect
one's shadows in the twilight - in the 'in-between' of binary understanding. "The
voyage out of the (known) self and back into the (unknown) self sometimes takes the
wanderer far away to a motley place where everything safe and sound seems to waver"
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(Minh-ha 1994 p. 23). It is only in such a wavering and unsettled state that we might
come to understand our outer boundaries and their transgressions.
Thus we will first have to depart fiom our 'settled' understanding of the 'traveler',
'fate', 'boundaries', and 'transgression7. We will traverse new topologies of classical and
contemporary narratives where we might encounter these ideas in a different light. This
experience of mingling where we are and where we came fiom will "mediate between the
interpreter's immediate horizon and his emerging one." (Mallery et al, 1986, p.365) For in
this new land, the horizon fiom which we came is familiar, but the others are new. Thus
we incorporate the past and the future (the old and the new) in one place.

A FEW TRAVELERS
Before we begin, it is important to consider some of the travelers and understand
where they came fiom. The people and stories that we will encounter in this thesis are not

a random selection of research subjects, nor am I a removed observer of their events. The
following travelers are people who I have met along my own travels in the past fifteen
years. I did not transcribe our discussions, but rather selectively remembered the stories
that 'grabbed' me. My intent in remembering these stories was not for research purposes
(since most of these stories were gathered long before I considered writing this thesis).

Instead, I unintentionally remembered these stories because they somehow 'spoke'
directly to me about relevant topics in my life.
The following introductions are just a few of the travelers that we will encounter
in this text.

Danitt
Daniel was a h i s h film student who, after a few years of working porn
government film board grants, &decided that he needed to do something else. W s instead
of being 'pinned" into specific areas by the government hmtdmts, he set off on a seven
year juumey that allowed him to dmmrent the various altemutive medicines throughout
the world Thraghout the journey. Daniel was welcomed into the homes and liws of
some of the most powerful d injluentialpeopfem the world as well as some of the most
unknown md non-westernpeople and cultures.
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h i e l and his w@ie Arrmr,

m

~ liw
,

in Betmu& for at least h r j the yem. a d

travel h k to lie-k d other pmts of the worldfor the other ha& N was @er an
energetic dismsion with hin in Bern& that I f i s t began thinking about wn-ting this
thesis. During the disctlmbn, Daniel mentioned, " Z k scariest thing in the world is
realization that you can db anything' cnd do it condsentiy ".I used this senfence as a
topic pi&at the stiut of my research,

Natalie
N d i e finished university with a degree in Economics. When asked w h she
would do next, she once said ''I'd like to go into the wine business in France*'. The
person lmghed a bit. m d g m e one of those "ohye&

wou& 't we all" t
p
?
of mmuers.

Natalie however, was serious a b u t her &earn. She knew thrrt the wine industry in
Fmnce was quite exclusive, and thut the French unempiooyment rate was high emugh
that it tmk an average French person several months tofind a job. Natalie also 'knew '
that pwple "&n'tjust go off to France, to get into the wine i ~ s t r y " She
. knew thol
people "getajob. jhd a borne& and by to hove a @ +iije'*.
,
Never the less. N d i e

packed up a fov things and went 'backpacking' to France. She traveledfor two months
fiom one French winery to the next. S k p k e to the people, shared with them k r icteas,
cadfmlly @er two month she W thejob ondlgeyle

she hrd been lookingfor*

David and Demi
David and h

i were bon, and raised in L.A.

They were both successjbl

corporate professionai~~
w h &ci&d that t h y wanted something more thmt what their
commuting iifestyles oflered They pit theirjobs, bought a new VW EwoVon, a d &ow

m

d North America (inciucfingA k h ) to I
dfor a new place md a new wqy to live

their lives.
They visited cities, towns, vilhges, md "empty qaces': d hied to um&?rstanii

the people. geogtaphy, economy, 4 'yeel" of each place. Along their fravels, they
befleddpeople and mdh-satfor several week or months at a time to get a betterfeel
for a piace. lhey how sincef d a mall town that t k y decided to wfl their new homeI

and settled down to new careers, a d a new lifestyle.

Hans

A professor in libstern Religrion, H a m cpplied for and received, an em&

sabbatical AAfl qwsipending a year living in vmious regions of S-E. Asia. Hms akcided to
stay, and abate himself to what he calls with a smile: 'j?e&i research. " H e continues to

write in acodemic journals, give talk and workshops, and and written three books on
Bu&ism.

He is now mwried with zwo chii&en* and lives primarily in X h a i I ' and

Jw*
Ltnora

Lenora hod been a public school teacher for a number of yews rmd enjoyed
schools' but heeded
traveling during her summer months. She hew about 'intematratromzl
the advice of her colleagues and her own 'intuition' t M you needed to have a "Ph.D.
with lols of eqxrience" in order to teach at one. Mony yens later*she challenged these
negative rumors md within six months fd
herself teaching in a new country. She
continues to teach intematiomlk'y, and moves to a new counttry every two years or so.
Chelsea

Born md raised in a rural town, Chelsea cdecided to go to S p i nfor a one year
exchange, as part of her fiml university year. Afferwarh, she t~aveIedalong the
Mediterranean cant until she 'hopped a ride' on a 65 f w t ocean yacht headed for
Australia. She worked on ~ ~ 1 1 7grqhic
~ 0 ~ s design contracts while slowly exploring the
Australian coast. Afer two years. she headedfor New 2 k a l d Pplanning to do the m e .
A month afler she mrived, however, she found her firsf job in her acaakmic jteId:

archeology. Thus zwomonths later she was on a plane headedfor the ancient Maya mins
of Copan* Hondtmas. She continues eqvioring the world with her new husband* Seth,
whom she met &ring her twelve month project in C o p

I have met all of these people. Their names and some of the details have been
changed to keep their anonymity. Each of these people has done things,which are on one

hand very reasonable, and on the other hand, they are unthinkable. They are unthinkable
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because they are not the K ~ M ~ or
Y the
S Time Life man or woman of the year. Their

actions are unthinkable because they are us. They are not rich, nor were they given their
opportunities on a metaphorical golden platter. They are educated middle class
individuals 'destined' to middle class lifestyles. Yet somehow they 'cheated' and 'got
away' with living incredibly diverse lifestyles.

-

CELAPTER I1 PUER AND SENEX
INTRODUCTION
Considering The Traveler and The 'Settled9Penon

First we will discuss the 'traveler'. We need to veritj. what we mean when using

the term. We want to address the image of the traveler as unsettled, irresponsible, flighty,
and never satisfied. It is important to explore this image because it cannot be the focus of
our attention, yet without considering it, it will be. We need to explore the image; not
because we want to dismiss it, but because we want to place it. At the same time, we need
to address the image of the 'settled7 person as heavy, conservative, and embittered; the
person who obsesses about structure and security while hoarding the little that they have
and know.
We need to explore these two images because they are polarized against each

other, and because one leads to the other. They are both the negative views of a binary
set. Both views are narrow, yet both views exist. That is their strength

- they

are

caricatures. They tap into the characteristics that we all possess. They tap into the
extremes of one side or the other. Resolving these two characteristics however, will not
simply be a matter of softening both ends of the scale. We will not accomplish anything
by making the traveler less flighty and the homestead person less conservative. Doing

this would only make them dull, and slightly less dangerous. It would not understand
them, nor would it develop them. It would lobotomize them. Instead we have to consider
these images and see where each turned. Where the youth turned flighty, and where the
aged turned passive.

The Young Boy and the Old Man
If we consider the negative characteristics of the traveler as being connected to

the snotty youth, and the negative characteristics of the homebound (bound by the home)

person as being connected to the passive old man, then we can consider the notion of the
flighty puer and the passive senex. Puer is Latin for small boy or child; it is found in
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words like puerile (childish, immature, and silly), and puerility (an adult sickness that
creates child like symptoms) (Neufeldt 1988, p. 1088). Senex is Latin for old and aged; it
survives in words like senatorial and senile (Hiflman 1970 p. 146) W f e l d t 1988,
p.1221). Thus both puer and senex have survived in our language by the sicknesses of

youth and the sickness of age, respectively. It is these sicknesses that we have to explore
first in order to understand them and continue to their better halves.

There is another side to both puer and senex. Puer is also the spirit of movement
and creation. Its upward flight is inspiration, and its spirit is the y o u f f i l drive to explore.
Senex, on the other hand, is the wisdom of experience. It is knowledge and it is foresight.
Therefore, h e r gives life and inspiration while Senex brings meaning and guidance.
This positive image of the traveler is what we are striving to address. We can not
however, simply state 'I am talking about this and not that', because 'this' is 'that', and

because the negative/pbsitive puer are parts of themselves. This means that "we shall
never encounter the good wise old man without recognizing him as an ogre at the same
time" (Hillman 1970, p. 148). In other words, a person c a ~ o be
t a positive or negative
puerlsenex completely, but her actions can be described as that of the positive or negative
puerlsenex. At the same time, each person tends to drift in personality towards some of
the characteristics more than others.
Convention Of Naming Puer And Senex

Throughout this thesis, we will discuss both the negative (one sided) and the
positive puer/senex personality characteristics. For ease of recognition, we will describe
the negative puerlsenex characteristic as "passive senex" and "flighty puef' and describe
the positive puerlsenex characteristic as simply "Puer" and "Senex" (capitalized). As a
metaphor for a group of characteristics, the terms are sometimes personified as a noun
('The puer fdls with his broken wings'), while at other times, the tenns are used as
adjectives ('The Senex wisdom of structures').
Since the terms PuerISenex are male in origin, I may occasionally use "he" to
describe one of them. This decision is not meant in any way to exclude women from the
discussion and description of Puer/Senex characteristics, and I have tried to alternate the
gender throughout the other parts of the text. Also, it is important to note that the
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puerlsenex terms describe a person's characteristics o r particular action or viewpoint
rather than categorize the person herself

NEGATIVE PUER AND SENEX

Our next move is to detail the flighty puer and passive senex, so that we might
recognize them in ourselves, in the traveler, and in the homebound person. It is often at
this point that the opinions of the 'other' start and end. By this 'other' I mean the idea of
the 'fixed' examining the 'transient', and the 'transient' examining the 'futed' in
automatically negative tams. The traveler will consider the homebound as the ogre
senex, while the homebound will consider the traveler as the flighty puer etemus. In other
words, both will examine each other in the negative view.
The Flighty Putr
Central Definition

The flighty puer represents the characteristics of the irresponsible youth. It is
capricious, unable to learn, and unaware of what it is doing (Hillman 1978). Puer youth is
immortal (or at least it thinks it is), and does not have any boundaries. It is impatient and
"knows little of the seasons and of waiting7*(Hillman 1979b, p. 24). It falls down, gets

hurt and reacts to the world, but does not learn fiom its mistakes.
Although the negative puer represents youth, it can be found in people of all ages. It is

not a developmental stage that we grow in and out of, but a part of us at any age (Hillman
1979b, p. 10). Likewise, the Senex trait can be found at any age and thus we can find "the
old man in the little boy" (Hillman 1970, p. 162).
The Travcler As A Flighty Puer
In our case,the flighty puer is the wanderer - the runaway who sheds the rules

and constraints pressed upon it by society (senex). It sheds the constraints because it has
never been able to face them. It reacts to the status quo, and in an arrogant gesture claims
complete independence (Hillman 1978). It is the traveler who is not going, but rather

leaving - escaping.
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The flighty puer is the lost traveler who moves about because standing still is
too painful. He is always more itchy to leave than to arrive. The aim of the travels is to
escape, and he has an inexhaustible hunger for experiencing ecstasy. The puer traveler
goes everywhere but understands nothing. He has 'done' the world. He has 'conquered'
the peaks and the monuments simply because 'they are there.' In other words, the flighty

puer traveler is without Senex and therefore "it is a restless spirit that has no home"
(Hillman 1978, p.58). He has forgotten his father, his family and his roots.
The Passive Stntx
General Dtfrnition

The passive, homebound, senex views the Puer as self-centered and irresponsible.
Long ago, it too may have had Puer dreams, but the weight of its own structures has
bound it to the status quo. It is stuck within its own infrastructure and is helpless under its
own weight (Hillman 1979b p. 17).
The passive senex "defends his position by keeping bmselfl unconscious,

[earth]bound, and encapsulated in dull day-in, day-out materia . . . so out of
reach and beyond question is the spirit of the times that all creativity and
imovation remain locked in the sphere of practical tinkering with the material
environment" (Stein 1973, p -69).
The passive senex would want to leave but can not see its way out of the
complexities it has made for itself It addresses the Puer with the bitter wisdom of 'just
wait till you hit the real world, kid.' It wallows in self-pity, and is passive to change. It
fixates on security, and waits for that distant day when it will 'all be over'. This can lead
to a "life-style of permanent cynicism . . . of 'bitter tmth' and 'old reality'" (Hillman
1970, p.149). The senex sees change (Puer) as a threat to that security. The more it

accumulates wealth (both material and intellectual), the more it has to lose, and the
heavier and more fixed it becomes (Hillman t 970, p. 151).

The Homebound Person As Passive A Sentr
The passive senex 'suburbanite' has a reason for why everyone else has it better,
why he can't, and how he is trapped. He blames government, fmily, past relationships,
his occupation, and past events for his present inability to move. The homebound senex is
dissatisfied with the present but is unwilling to change it. He sarcastically remarks "well
wouldn't it be nice if we could all afford to.. ." while overspending on habitual routines,
status symbols, and material securities.
He 'keeps busy' maintaining his infrastructure that spirals into a vicious circle of
material needs. He works so that he can pay off his car that he needed to get him to work
He 'eats out' because he does not have time, and must therefore buy a membership to a
convenient yet expensive gym. When he does take a 'break', he splurges on material
consumption as a 'treat' fiom the mundane. All throughout this cycle, he is ironically
aware of the f a d that his 'treats' are precisely why he is stuck in the mundane.
These senex structures cave in on him as "orderliness, punctuality, and habit
tyrannize him" (Stein 1973 p.67). In other words, the passive senex has lost his Puer. He
has forgotten his dreams of flight and his inspiration.
Summary Of Negative Puer and Senex
We have all met the arrogant puer and the passive sene& we have all been the
arrogant puer and passive senex. Yet we cannot simply discount either or both of them.
For in the Puer we find creation and spontaneity; and in the Senex we find wisdom and
meaning. The Puer offers us the exhilaration of living the moment while the Senex allows
us to understand the importance, context, and depth ofthat moment.

The Perintheons m e an ideal group of Malgysian islands that attract backpckers
with their speckzcular beaches, palm
accomrn&tions.

trees, qxwkling ocean, d $5/night

Getting ofl the m n o w little boat, md wading up to arr knees for the

IaFt few meters of aquamarine s
u
e a person besick me uttered the fiepentfy used
&scription of the isI&:

"paradise.

"

On one of the nighs, Richard d

l went down to the beach where both locals and
'ferangs' (westemers) were enjoying a bonfie. Richcud wwas a Swiss traveler who was
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one of t k on&Westerners thut hadsuccessfirlly settled on the island On an ocmbnal
night, one of the I d s would hove some 'badwhiskey' - that night, it was Nikki's turn.
We were hudded in little clumps mamd the bo-e

with complete h&ness s u r r d n g

us. You could hem Nikki yelling ond breuking things in the h k n e s s less t h a hundred
feet may. On occamamon
he would come out of the pitch night and point someone orrt to
challenge him. He would stand above the person, feet qread apwl, leaning slightly back
and point in a stagger with his swuyingfinger.

Most people ignored him. It is the Malay way of conflict resolation d 'saving
face.

.'

It work. UnnccessfirI, Nikb' would exit into the hkness. It felt like a

m e l d m a t i c theaterproduction, but it w a m *t- this was serious.

Richmd explained that this happened quite offn. "Good people - bad whiskey."
He eqdlained that as long

0s

you dicbt't interfee, the Malay way worked The only

problem ocnrrred whenever a westerner tried to "step in orad end this c o ~ i c t . T h a t
"

night someone did A Canadian college wrestler stood up, and shouted "Hey b u m ,just
settle down, 0.k. ? " People tried to stop him, but he e*plnined. "'Noman, this guy is being
un w, d someone has to do something about it. " At thal point Richard motioned to

me, md we quick& lefl. me nighf would haw continued but the Canadianpeacekeeping
ended any hope of resoiution. 1Ithe wresrler the next aby with a broken nose. About
six months before, a similar event resulted in a twist's death.

Perhaps what the wrestler did not recognize was that something was being done

about N i .As a puer traveler, the wrestler acted on impulse without considering (or
recognizing) the situation and culture. He applied the western view of resolution and
forced a conflict to .occur.

Angela, motherflighty p e r figure, M tned to "makefirends with some of the
"

local men. She had alwqys prefen-ed the fiieradship of men over women and did not see
why this sharld c h g e . Likewise she hod alwqys sun tanned topless in California md
continued to do so in this Muslim community. As Richard had mentioned, "men do not
become wends' with women here, so when a woman usksyou ifyou would like to go for
a lare night stroll, any mention of 'justfiemk' is taken as a pretext.

Angela had

*'

Wzthin a week,

lefr a string of fi4strated piendships'. When I suggested that perhqs

people take meanings dflerently in this country she said "I believe in hone*,

and if

these men watt to twist things m
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d well then thor 's their problern. I wwam 't brought

up to be shy and submissive and stay at home. I believe i f I want to initiate ajhenakhip,
and ONLY afi.ien&hippthen I can. Why else am I traveling if1 can 't become@en& with
the locals?

"

The morning ajier Nikki's bad whisky, another westerner who had been on the
islandfor about two months, arkd me "So whar do you think of this pwadise now?" It
was one of those sly contemptuous comments: a senex statement that took pleasure in
tearing &nvn the p e r 's ideal of 'padise '. He was the senex who cmU see the islmd as
it 'really was. ' I cm&i feel it as well. I could feel both the loss of the i-

and the

cynical self-stigaction of revealing the ' bitter truth.' After thinking about it, I begm to
questi011if this 'bitter mtth ' was any more real than the 'paradise:I wanted to know why

I received such a strange sense of pleasureefiom t k act of marring an ideal.
I . my reflections, it occurred to me that *'thelocals do not cldm the ish& as
paradise - we do. To them, it is home. To us, it is our sanctuary.

. . what is even more

interesting is that the whisky is there because we, ar travelers, have asked for it. me
ishmk did not haw any problems with alcoholism until we came tofind our paradise. "

I did not want to remember the is-

as an iakai, nor did I want to remember

them as a cynical point about h m m nature. I wanted to know them as both an
eprience and a possibility. i%ey neeakd to be a way of understanding why a d how
things occurred d at the same time appreciating and experiencing the island's
offerings. Never the less, before the "wisefather" in me had a chance to com-&r the
situation, 1 I caught a glimpse of the "senile old man" squawking 'bitter hrrfh'
comments in the back of my mind

POSITIVE PUER AND SENEX

We now need to detail the positive form o f Puer and Senex. As a characteristic of
the creative youth, Puer represents birth. It is the future, the hope, and the flight (Hillman
1979b, p.11, p.24). As a characteristic of senatorial age, Senex is the home where the

Puer may rest, as well as the place of review, learning, and contemplation. Senex is a
mentor and gives Puer its history and its meaning (Hillman 1970 p. 147). It is the
understanding and wisdom of flight.
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The traveler needs both Puer and Senex in order to be complete. She needs the

Puer to create and energize an idea, and she needs the Senex to understand and develop
the idea. Puer offers the yearning to do the unthinkable - to live out our life long dreams
and ambitions. Puer has the vivacity to say 'let's do it!' Anyone who has done something
'unthinkable' recognizes that necessary urge, and the initial question of 'What i f that
gets us thinking "crazy thoughts" (Stein 1973 p. 71).
Before that crazy thought though, and before the initial Puer moment of decision,
it is the Senex who is concerned with structure (Hillman 1970, pp. 153-154). He has

been watching the world and studying its anatomy. The Senex makes the traveler aware
of 'other worlds', and gives the traveler the ability to intellectually step away from that
''dull day-in, day out materia" (Stein 1973 p.69), and understand that there is something
more.
Without the Senex, the traveler would be left with only a dissatisfied intuition.
The traveler would only be able to react within her boundaries. Her reactions would be
unproductive because she would lack the Senex understanding of structures that she

needed to utilize or transgress them.
Figuratively speaking, without Senex understanding, the traveler could never
build and sail a boat. Without the Senex knowledge of the sea and wind, the traveler
would never harness their potential. The flighty puer would point the boat into the wind
and demand that it go forward. The passive senex would mock the puer and say 'see, I

told you it couldn't be done.' Without Puer assertiveness and yearning, the traveler would
understand the sea but never stray firom the safe harbor.
Senex: A Sense Of Home

Senex, to the traveler, is also a sense of home and place (Hillmann 1967, pp. 1623). This idea is another diversion or 'rest stop' that catches us, and might be worthwhile
to explore. Contrary to some senex beliefs, the traveler is not a lost peter pan figure, who
has snipped all ties and forgatten her roots. Instead, the traveler has a strong sense of
what and where is her home. That home means a specific location like a birthplace or a
place that she has found and adopted.
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More importantly, the Senex gives the traveler a home 'within'. It gives the
traveler a sense of place and security in an insecure environment. This is not done by
blinding the Puer (traveler), but rather by reminding her of what she has already
accomplished and why (a purpose) she is pursuing the current dream. Therefore, the Puer
traveler does not feel chaotic and unpredictable like her environment. Instead, she feels a
sense of direction and a sense of 'belonging' to that diiection and to the dreams and
decisions that she is following.
When I met Lkaah, she had been in Conarlofor six months, a d was str'il looking
for o suitable job. In the meantime, the Romanim engineer was working as a waittess
while srcpprtiitg her twoyoungest childken- When I askedher how Zi$e was goingfor her.
she e q h h e d her siruaton in a voice and m d that was calmer t h most people
describe their n o d situation of working and living in their hometown suburbs- It struck
me how, of ail people, she did not respond with thal arm-ous look md szy "Oh you
know ... busy. " I felt a sense of pwpoe from S'aruh. She had come herefor a reason, and
she was sticking to it. She was not l

'

gfor an engineering job. She could haw hod

thot in Romania, but here. she was lookingfor something else.

I asked her how the move to a new country had changed her; she surprised me
md exploned how it did not. She expluihed thaf her lge had changed bur who she was

as a person in Romania, and who she was now as a person in Cam&, was pretty much
the same. Her /ifesiyle had changed, along with her career, and her "routines", but she,

Sarah,was the m e : '*thevalues that I build inside - thaf 's my home: my temple.

"

Sarah would epitomize Cumyn's "strong sense of self?' (1993 p. 10) that a traveler
needs to flourish in a new environment. Yet it is not a sense of self that inflates her own
ego and demands that it be her way - it is not the temper tantrum of a flighty puer nor the
hard-nosed resistance of a passive senex. Rather, this "strong sense of self' is a sense that
understands that all will be well, even when looking for a job for the third month in a
row. Sarah's strength comes fkom her knowledge of past experience and an
understanding of how the world works. This knowledge belongs to the Senex who has
learned by living with the Puer and helped it ascend.
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The Complement Of 'Puer Et Senex'
Without the understanding that both Puer and Senex need each other in order to
be complete, both of the positives will slide into the negatives. Thus, seeing the 'other'

through a negative default is a trait of the negative puedsenex itself. It is fueled by the
polarity that separates the two. It is precisely because the two retirse to allow each other
into themselves, that both become negative: the puer, falling with its wings broken, and
the sene% fiozen within its own paralysis. Both succumb to the negative for one reason:
they both refiise to changeThe Puer needs to understand its history; it needs to understand the world that it is
flying through. Likewise, the Senex needs to be revived by the Puer's energy. It has to

understand the Puer as a necessity to itselc rather than as a parental responsibility. The

Senex teaches the Puer because it needs the Puer within it.
M m e d for more than 25 years, Khomas and Annette have k d and trawled
throughout parts of Europe and North America, while changing their careers and
lifestyles to suit each environment. 7hey haw come to understand each other's
Puer/Senex dzflerences ar the necessary characteristics that allowed them to liw a b r d
and make meaning#kl riecisions.
1710mu.s is the Senex workhorse in the relationship. He is steady, thorough,

precise, d will push a project (whether personal or business) to its completion. At the
same rime, 2Borna.s is conservative; alone he would have stayed in the same job and
country for most of his lwe. Annette, on the other hmd. is the Puer spark in the

relationship. It was her inspration that led them to travel to dzflerent countries, buy
properties, and

ststart

businesses. Like i%omm, however, Annette could not have

accomplished this lijstyle alone. She becomes easily discouraged cmd nee& 7homus's
steady energy to keep their projects going.
It is interesting to see how the two personalities pt ' to make a well rounded, md
&enhrrous parinership. Alone, momas woudd have worked hmd without direction, and
Annette would how been frustrated by incomplete pians. Likewise, the two personalities

coy& have negated m t k r rhrm enhanced each 0 t h ?%omas COUMhave used his
conservative Mture to stalemate Annette ' s p h s , while she could haw interrupted imy of
their aspirations with comtmt c h g e .
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Instea4 Thomas and Annette seem to have understtoad each other's strengths
and how theyfirwll a void lefl by their own weakness. They are the Puer d Senex who

not only let each other be, but listen to, md incorporate each other's i n i n c e .
CONCLUSION AND EXAMPLES OF PUER AND SENEX
The puer's flight is easy as it is encased in its own set of images that portray it as
invincible and immortal. On its own, the puer is fiee but lost. On its own, the senex
knows but is unable. Both slip away into their own world. Thus, we begin to understand
that %ere is no basic difference between the negative puer and negative senex" (Hillman
1979b, p.27). They are a continuation of each other. The flighty puer reacts to the passive

senex, tries to surpass himself, and fails. This repeated and unreflected failure inevitably
transforms the flighty puer into the passive senex. Exemplified by Kronos, the Greek
titan "is at first puer and carrier of new spirit, but] quickly himself turns into [a]
devouring father" (Stein 1973 p. 70). Thus the radical hippy becomes the conservative
yuppie, and the abused son becomes the abusive father.

Pibile traveling through Lombok, a small islbnd in indanesia, 1ran into Roger, u
traveler who hadsettled in one of the little villages at thefoot of Lombok's main voIcano.
Afrer a number of dqys in the village, he told me his story. He had worked for a large
electronics company in Englrmd As a mi&le manager, he hod seen how the presiaknt of
the company underparrpard
his st&

created massive layofls, cut benefil, d eliminated

chiddcare services. Ail this hod occurred while the company war booming, and as Roger
sarsard,
the presidenr simply "sat on his yachl and counted his money. 'AAfler more than ten

years of workingfor and being mistreated by this company, Roger decided to leave and
change his lije. He had traveled to this mall Indonesian village rnmy years before, a d
decided t h he~was n m going to return.
Roger sold his car and other possessions, md with the consi&rabie amount of
money that he had saved up over the parr ten yews, he set off to Indonesia. Upon
arriving, he befiended one of the village leaders, Hati M e . Over the course of three
months, he became engaged to one of Hati Radee 's young nieces, bought a lmge tract of
rice fie&,

and was planning on buiIding a house in the mi&le of these field. He
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explained his plm, to me by pointing to a group of eight villagers working on a mall
rice p t t y section. He started "there w e about eight people working on that piece of
land" Roger then mked me 'Guess what percentage of the rice they get #om that
Imd?" Afrer a pause he continued "Xhose eighr people will get 30% of the rice,

meanwhile the ldowner, H d i i r i i e who is sitting inside the house right now sipping
his ice tea, will get 70%. He will also get 70% of ail of the other pieces of land that he
owns." '"Ymsee" he soid "wherever you go, it's all the m e , whether it be here or in
England..

"

"'Except," I mid, "that this time it seems that it will be you who is going to be
sitting in his yacht. ..

"

Roger gave a little smile and finished off my sentence "...and counting my
money. "
It seems that Roger had learned his lessons. He had been the tyrannized puer who
gained enough senex knowledge to rebel fkom his father, and then take his place.
If, on the other hand, the Puer and Senex meet: if the Puer can give life to the
Senex, as the Senex gives sight and direction to the Puer, then both have developed into
the positive versions of 'Puer et Senex' (Hillman 1979b, pp.22-23). In other words, just
like their negative sides, positive Puer and Senex are not polarized; they are part of the
same thing. They are dependent on each other - not as opposites or as counterbalances,
but as necessary ingredients within each other.
This is not to say Puer and Senex are exactly the same. Rather, the two remain
distinct while accepting each other's advice and influence. They are roles that we assume
depending on who we are interacting with. Though most travelers may be considered
Puers for the most part, they also act out Senex roles and characteristics.
m e Frst time I met Janws was in a snoN isolated village on the sarrh side of
Lombok I s i d We were h e only westeners in the villoge md ended rrp stuying with the
scane fnily. Jmnes was aforty something, ports promoter who urranged his li$e in such

a way that he would travel to vmClllousintermtional sport conrpetiti~m~
do his business
for a month or so, and then roke at le& two or three weeks 08to travel to a neurby
country that interested him. He was a serious mountaineer and an OR
the beaten track
traveler. He was makingpbs to do a three dqy trek up to the top rim of Mt Rinjani, but
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somehow lacked the m o W o n - The &ek was more of point of interestfor him t h a
serious climb. He had abne many such treks and was contemplating skipping it all
together.
A few weeks later. I stumbled in to him at (I &us terminal. He had climbed the
volcano with Scott, a nineteen-year-old college student fiom America. Scott had pent the
first month of his f m month backpzcking trip pm?ying at Kiita Bali, a notoriousfy
populcv backpacker beach that was lined with night clubs. hostels, a d fake Gucci watch
sellers. 1&
f

it interesting thar the two hod met up and decicied to travel together. Even

by their age, thqv looked like an uncle md nephew. Appently, @er a month of

substance-indulged bliss, Scott began corn-&ring why he had come to trawl indo~tesia
in thefirst p/uce. He ttied tofind 'culture ' and took various tmmst shittfes to places l i k
(Ibud but kept feeling "edgy"- like there was still something missing. *'Itall fell like a
conveyor belt ride through a thenre park. "
Scott deciakd to puck up rmd head to Lombok He met up with Jmnes on theferry
rick across. me two s h d contrasting stofies and afler o while Skott asked if he could

join Jmes on his bek. J m e s normally prefeved to trawl on his own but agreed in
retrospect,Jmes reflected:
"It was interesting to have him as a partner. Everything was new to him, and it
reminaled me of myself when I Frst started traveling md climbing. I realized I had
forgotten to appreciate many of the lifile detozlr. Teaching Scott and watching him,
brought it all bock again. It's interesting, I would have never considered imiting Scott
along. Had 1hod the choice. I would have picked someone my own age and with my level
of experience. "
I t seems that both James and Scott received something fkom each other. S w t t

learned something that could have never have come fiom his peers, and James was
reenergized and was 'brought back' to his youth. The two people 'clicked' because they
needed each o k ' s differences.

Before meeting Swtt, James was skilled and knowledgeable, but lacked
motivation - a perfect caricature of a passive senex3. Scott was energetic but lacked
It is important to note that as a traveler, James lives a Puer lifestyle, yet in the parhrership with Scott, he
took on a Senex role. This duaiity is a common characteristicof both travelers and homebound people.
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purpose and understanding - a caricature of flighty puer. Yet,both remained open to
new opportunity, including meeting each other. This openness to learn fiom people and
things which are not like us, is one of the characteristics that makes up the positive in

Puer and Senex.
Partnership vs. Parasitic Reiationship
At the same time, some of the Puer/Senex balance must be worked out within
oneself. The Senex can not be depend on the Puer to 'revive' him every morning. He can
not depend on the Puer to give him all of his needed energy. Instead, he must continue to
produce his own. Otherwise we see the 'recognized artist' steal new ideas f?om his
apprentice, or the parent push her child to achieve where she had failed. Nor can the
Senex simply imitate the Puer. The old man who surrounds himself with youth should not

become puerile in an effort to 'avoid' his age.
Likewise the h e r cannot depend entirely on the Senex for guidance. He must not
be afiaid to step out and make mistakes. We see this in the youth who depends on the

praise of his mentors and institutions as the indicator of his own worth. He becomes too
weak beneath the senex weight to make his own decision and consider his own values. In
this way, he becomes caught up in its 'process' and forgets his dreams. Rather than
reviving the sene- he is simply swallowed up by him - nourishing his senility.

The Traveler
The traveler that we address is not the flighty, irresponsible, and uprooted person,

but rather the 'Puer et Senex' who flies with the spirit of Puer, but sees and understands
with the intellect and experience of the Senex. The traveler is someone who explores his
world while learning and reflecting upon his journey. Most importantly, in the context of
this paper, a traveler is a person who consciously realizes his dreams: he has learned how

to surpass his day-to-day boundaries of existence in order to follow his true aspirations.

I:

Finally, the traveler addressed by this paper is a person who is aware and
reflective of this process and has chosen it. All of the travelers in this thesis chose to
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change their lives into active pursuits of their dreams. It is important to note that none
of them came fkom wealthy, upper class families, nor did they come fiom 'traveling'
families. In other words' these travelers broke fkom their 'predetermined' paths.
This is not an 'elitist' thesis which describes the lifestyles of the upper crust. On
the other hand, most of the travelers did come fiom 'secure' middle-income families, in
relation to their respective countries. I mention the latter part because some of them came
fkom developing countries where a middle class lifestyle is considerably lower than North
American or Western European standards. Still, I would not consider this thesis to
address the lower end socio-economic population In other words, this thesis describes a
middle class phenomenon and challenges that specific group of people. This, by no

means, is meant to discourage anyone fiom other socio-economic groups fiom
identifyingwith or attempting this lifestyle, or participating in our discussion.

Puer And Senex Parts Of The Thesis
All this of course, is the Senex side of the thesis. It is the abstraction,
categorization, and intellectualization of a group of people. Also however, we need to
focus on the Puer aspect of this thesis. The Puer of this thesis is not concerned with
outlining and exploring the issues and themes around the topic. Instead it is fixated by
the fact that it is happening. The Puer has flown the skies and wants others to know about
it. It wants to throw the curtains open and let the light into the discussion room. It is the
passion of the Puer that has driven me to this thesis. It has been my own experiences and
the narratives of those who I have met, that bring me to sit down and start writing. SO,
like life, this thesis is a struggle between flight and structure, experience and
understanding, passion and reason. I will try to categorize, but I will also need to
proclaim 'what is happening.'

This thesis is a narrative about the Puer and its successfil transgressions. My
original question was not "Can the Puer transgress?'but rather "How does Puer
transgress?" At the beginning of researching this thesis, I had never heard of the term
"her et Senex", and I would have not described the lives of travelers as 'transgressions'.
At that point, I wanted to write about what I had witnessed and experienced. I wanted to
know 'What is it about these people who do things." I wanted to explore the topic of
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'realization': when people recognize their dreams as possibilities rather than flighty
imaginings.

I also wanted my thesis to reflect the type of conversation I have had with many
such people. Where within a few minutes of meeting someone, I would recognize that

person as being connected to me - as being a certain type of 'kin'. Where within a few
minutes, the conversation 'yields' (Gadamer 1989, p. 383) the world as an incredible

array of rulpossibilities, and the only onus and responsibility is left upon us to complete
these possibilities. It is a consideration of people's narratives of 'How I have lived out my

dreams.' The connection has not been the particular dreams that each person has lived
out, but rather the processes and perspectives involved with realizing these dreams.
The Senex considers this thesis as an account and discussion of this process. It
details the process of discovering and writing about this topic. It documents the twists
and turns encountered as ideas, people, and experiences, fbse to create history (Gadamer
1989). However, for this particular thesis its main effort is not to find the common
denominator in the stories. It is not interested in narrowing the experiences to something
that everyone can agree upon. Nor does it try to outline the entire scope of the subject.
Rather, it is trying to find something that none of the individual sources could necessarily
find on their own. It is interested in how the understanding of one source is affected by
the sudden understanding of another. Thus, when we encounter a Homeric epic and a
traveler's narrative, we find that our understanding "has always already mediated the
distance between [them]"

(Gadamer 1989, p. 578).

The role of the Senex in this thesis is to understand and document rather than
sanitize and fit subjects into taxonomies. Rather than trying t o find a clean outcome fiom
all of these narratives, this thesis will keep things within the "mess" of things, which is a
"digestive, fermentative process that should not be heroically hurried" (Hillman 1973,
p.92).

Scnex As Fate
It could be said that the traveler is constantly caught in the struggle between the
restless Puer and the Senex who "stands behind the fastness of our habits and the ability
that we have of making a virtue of any vice by merely keeping it in order or attributing it
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to fate7' (Hillman 1970, p.163). In other words, Senex is fate; Senex is the mortal,
social, and physical boundaries that keep us within our proper place.

In the next chapter, we will look at the ancient narratives which reinforce our
personal boundaries (fate) and consider what happens to people who overstep them. We
will look at the birth of these Senex boundaries, and reflect on the origins of ideas like
fate, luck, and chance. These and other ideas represent the forces that form our
boundaries. These ideas keep us in place and preserve the order of things. In contrast to
these Senex narratives (both positive and negative), we will consider the Puer actions of
modern men and women who have challenged the boundaries. We will examine how
these ancient stories have affected us: where they became the senile excuses of a passive
society and where they became the senatorial teachings of our human condition.

CaAPTER III

- CONSIDERTNG THE ANCIENT BOUNDARIES

In Chapter Two, we detailed the traveler, and considered the Puer and Senex
influence on her character. We considered the character type and the reasons behind a
traveler's transgression of her boundaries. Perhaps now is a good time to consider the

nature and origins of the boundaries themselves. In this chapter we will examine Moira
(Fate), Fortune, and Luck. These three ideas created the concept of personal boundaries
that should not (and often can not) be exceeded, since they tempt the gods (fate) and
bring Nemesis.
We will consider how these elements, which were well known and accepted by
our Western ancestors, initiated a belief in forces that control and affect human lives, thus
promoting a feeling of passivity towards direct control of one's life. This perceived force

and its passive outcome discouraged people fiom gaining control and direction of their
lives, and promised to punish those who 'stepped out of character.'
Perhaps these Greek and Roman terms seem outdated and irrelevant to our
discussion of modem day travelers breaking boundaries. Yet long before Descartes,
Luther, St. Augustine, and Jesus, our culture was influenced, and born out of the ancient

Greek and Early Roman traditions. These original narratives began to shape our thoughts
and value systems.
Even if we be not Celtic or Nordic or Greek in ancestry, these collections
are fundamentals of our Western culture and they work in our psyches
whether we like it or not. We may consider them distorted in their proAryan or pro-male or pro-warrior slant, but unless we understand that
these tales depict the basic motifs of the Western psyche, we remain
unaware of the basic motives (Hi1lman 1978, p.3)
Included in these original narratives, were the concepts of 'order' and each
individual's 'place' within that structure. These concepts were formalized by being
attributed to deities and forces such as Moira and the goddess Foxtuna- They were m e t
imbedded by being brought into oral narratives, such as Homer's epics. These epics and
their intrinsic values have continued to filter up throughout the centuries. They have done
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so not only in their original stories, but also by affecting the core motifs of all hture

narratives and attitudes.
All of this is interesting in retrospecf but only comes to life when we see the

same forces and their ruling gods present within our own lives. This event occurs when
we 'recognize' the words of the past within our own conversations. We begin to
understand the relevancy of the ancient narratives when we recognize our own
dependence and dedication to the gods and ideas that we stopped worshipping so long
ago-

PART I - THE GREEKS: MOIRA, HYBRIS, AND NEMESIS
Primarily, we will concentrate on the Greeks and their development of Moira,
Hybris and Nemesis. In Greek epic, these terms can be roughly generalized as Fate, the
transgression of Fate (or one's character), and the punishment of such a transgression,
respectively. We will discuss these elements and their process in detail. As we follow the
birth of these concepts, we will also consider how they continue to Live within our own
present day perceptions.

In his Histories, Herodotus writes "Homer and Hesiod were the first to compose
Theogonies, and give the gods their epithets, to allot them their several offices and
occupations, and describe their forms" (Rawlinson 1910, p. 141). A more contemporary
critique of Hesiod and Homer clarifies that it is not to say that "Hesiod and Homer
invented the gods and Greek religion, but only that they gave the Greeks a clear picture
of the forms , ftnctions, and relationships of the gods" (Frazer 1983, p. 13). What is
important to note is that both commentators agree that Homer and Hesiod are the first and
main authors to accurately articulate Greek thought. Because of this clarity of depiction

and originality, this section will focus mainly on their works.
Long before Homer and Hesiod began, the stories were already there - mingling
within the thoughts, words, and actions of the people. The two authors articulated these
ideas; they brought them out of the social unconscious and gave them distinct form and
structure. This thesis is a similar attempt to bring out the fates, and the goddesses of luck,
both from their traditional texts, and also from the words and actions of modem day
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people. The Greek gods continue to live within our narratives, thoughts, and actions.
They provide part our moral code, and in doing so they also retain power over us and
what we deem acceptable.
Barthes and Postman use the term 'myth' as "a way of understanding the world
that is not problematic, that we are not fully conscious of, that seems, in a word, natural.
A myth is a way of thinking so deeply embedded in our consciousness that it is invisible"
(Postman 1986, p.79).

Based on this definition, it could be said that this thesis is trying to

demythologize the RomadGreek concepts and our daily notions. It is trying to challenge
our daily assumptions about life, 'the real world', and 'what is in store for us'.
UNARTICULATED FATE

First, it should be pointed out that the terms Fate and Moira go hand in hand in

Greek mythology. There is more variation within the definitions of the each term itself
than there is between the two terms (Carlier 1991, p. 491). Many authors and translators
switch between the two terms without explanation. Thus, we will not go into great detail
about the deviations Erom the standard definition, but rather explore the general breadth
and feeling of these definitions.

In his epics, Homer describes Moira in the singular non-personalized form.
Edrnund Berry explains that the Homeric Moira is not a Goddess, but a force or idea
(Beny 1940, p.7). It is described as a constant and unbending force that is allotted to each
mortal at the beginning of her life.
Berry summarizes Moira's definition as "to receive one's portion", "lot", or
"share"(Berry 1940, p.2 & 8). William Greene attributes the idea of Moira to a greater

philosophical need in Greek thought that addresses the "fate exterior"; it creates a force
that is outside of peoples' control and acts upon their lives (Greene 1963, p.8).

Modern Day Moira In Ofiband Comments
"WellI guess it warn 't meant to be.

"

"We'II see what kqppem. "
"I! 3 probabiy for the best anyway. ''
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Chelsea brought these statemen& up. She would open encounter them when
people k

d that one of her p b s did not work out. Sometimes she did not realiy take

notice of them, and sometimes she fell a "comoiing"feeiin,g "Like it was ok ... like it
wasn't my f d t - . . so now I dich 't h e to worry about it, I could let it go and not feel

6ad " Ofln though, she felt fistrated by these statements, a d felt like respoonding with
"What doyar meun it wasfur the best? How wouldyou know?"

I hove felt these same reactions to simil', if not exact, comolments. It feels too
easy to just nod ond never comllSI&rthe & e m again. 2%at is the problem thigh, if we
simply accept our 'lot ' without any e q h a t i o n except that 'it w m 't meant to be :then it
feels like we almost wanted to giw q,dwejurnped at theflrst oppomni9 to get out.
The problem, however, continues. We know the dream is ~t;r~ll
there and it is still
passionate. We also know thof the dream is possible. That is one certainty... the &em
continues to be possible. No matter what, it simply ispossible. l3is is the compulsion a d
the point b l d recogniton thwf lies in h i e l ' s statement "The scariest thing in the
world is the realization tlhatyou can do anythingpm want and do it consisentiy. "

So even when we console ourselves internally with "il wasn't mean to be", the
heam burps back again, and we find it hmder and M e r to conceal the f& that there
is something serious& miqkaced about the entire statement.

It wasn't meant to be...

Who meant it? Who are we evoking when we state "it wasn't meant to be?" The
statement seems to point to something outside of the conversation. It hints that perhaps
there is a hidden force which 'allots' to us what will happen and what will not. We do not
necessarily think of particular force, nor do we 'believe' in fate, destiny, karma, etc.
Rather, it may be something that we submit to without consciously believing in.
This may seem contradictory at first. How can we not believe in something and
still submit to it? In order to clarify this, we may need to consider the definition of
'believe', and include in it, the act of identifying and articulating that belief. Thus, things
may still affect us even though we have not identified or articulated them. Perhaps then,

our belief in fate is imbedded within usy without being articulated.
articulation, we remain unaware of its influence over us.

Without this
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For example, though many Westerners might not believe in the Christian God,
most of us are still affected by him. To one extent or another, we stdl submit to the form
of shame, moral conduct, work ethic, and sense of justice that was introduced to our
society by the Christian faith. Therefore, even though a person may be an atheist, she can
still have the Christian feeling of 'repentance' for a 'wron@17 act that she committed.

In a similar but less obvious manner, most of us are deeply affected by our
Western concept of 'love', 'justice', and other basic ideas which originated in the Judeo-

Christian tradition. We subscribe to them even though we may not believe in the God
who originated (or stands for) these ideas. Perhaps then, we have similar ideas of Fate
and its boundaries. Ahhough we no longer worship Zeus and his jars, we still feel
controlled, and 'allotted to' (Rieu 1950, p.451).
These ideas of Fate may hold power over us, not because they are something
tangible and real, but because we have created them and allowed our lives to be
dependent on them. Fate exists because we have created it. We have created it without
ever mentioning or using its name. It exists when we evoke it and lay ourselves passive to
it. We have created a 'meant to be', a 'we'll see what happens', a 'hopefblly it will work

out'. We have created a world where we are controlled by, and passive to, an

"So What's New About That?"

A Wend of mine was very intrigued about my topic. He asked me to explain to
him what, as a traveler, was my general Life philosophy. After a brief synopsis of my
main ideas, he explained "Well that's just taking responsibility over your life and
actions." He sounded disappointed, as though I did not have anything new to give him.
This made me consider if indeed I did have anything new, or was I simply rehashin& or
even worse, stealing old ideas.
Is the traveler's mentality and method of breaking boundaries, new? If you listen
to the way travelers speak about their lives, the answer seems to be 'yes.' Many people
report a sense of immediacy and youthful virility. Their discussions have the energy of
explorers who know that they are the first to have ever ventured in this direction. Their
ideas are realizations; they are awakening from the sleepy, traditional ways of looking at
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our lives. For many travelers, history is personal, and involves moments where they
consciously changed their lives. These critical moments have taught them that they can
move beyond their personaVsociaYphilos0pbid boundaries. They have taught the
travelers that they can do it. These ideas are fiesh because the travelers contrast their
small numbers with the rest of 'traditional society', and see that their ways are different.
Therefore, what they come up with has to be new.

Yet it is not. Finding eeedom from passivity is part of an age-old narrative that
reaches back to the beginning of our human history. The Babylonian King of Uruk,
Gilgamesh, tried to find fieedom fiom his mortality (Mason 1972). The Stoics tried to
reconcile determinism and fiee will so that people could be made responsible for their
actions (Sandback p.101-108). Sartre discussed "bad f;lth", as an excuse where a person
unconsciously "lies to himself' (Sartre 1957, p. 13 ) in order to relinquish control over his
life. Even today, both serious philosophers and 'pop psychology, ready to market, easy to
read' authors, tout self-responsibility as their main characteristic.

What then, do the transgressions of a traveler have to offer my friend? He seems
to have heard of all of this already. His reaction seemed to be "well yes, everyone knows
about self responsibility. What do have to offer that is new?" How does a traveler's
knowledge of responsibility stand apart fiom what "everybody knows?"
After some thought, our introductory answer might be in the form of a question
"If everybody knows, why is it that so few people take that responsibility over their lives?
Why do so many people still 'wish' they 'could do that?"' What is missing then, if
everyone already 'knows' all about this 'self-responsibility'? Is it the senex knowledge of
flight without the Puer courage to try? Perhaps it is the puer reiteration of a cliche motto
without the Senex experience and wisdom to really understandThere seems to be a large disparity between 'knowing' something and 'living' it.
This gap is not limited to our area of discussion. Baker reports that 7% of patients who
have suffered a major heart attack, are aware (and scared) that their poor eating habits
will kill them, but continue eating the same high cholesterol diet (Baker 1997, p. 129).
An entire branch of the health sciences has sprung up to address this discrepancy between

education and change, as our modernist assumption that we simply need 'the right
information' seems to have come up short.
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Thus again, we come to understand why a conclusive destination cannot be our
goal. Having gone this far, we could conclude that the traveler 'seizes the day' or 'takes
ownership over his/her life' while breaking the social and psychological constrains. Yet
we would not come any closer to understanding what 'seizing the day' really is and how
to accomplish it. In order to understand, we must get involved. We must consider the
messy detours and repetitive tangents. We must 'live through' the journey.

Homeric Moira
Although Moira is never personified in Homer, it does at times switch hnctions
with the gods, who are attributed to it. In the Odyssey, Homer briefly discusses Oedipus'

fate to suffer "by the dire design of the gods7' (Murray AT. 1995, p. 42 1). This "dire
design" is the traditional Homeric Moira.
Zeus is one of the gods who sometimes exhibits Moira's characteristics. Perhaps
the best example is when Achilles vividly describes the human condition:
We men are wretched things, and the gods who have no cares themselves,
have woven sorrow into the very pattern of our lives. You know that Zeus
the Thunderer has two jars standing on the floor of his Palace, in which he
keeps his gifts, the evils in one and the blessings in the other (Rieu 1950,
p.45 1).
Narratives like the above illustrate the old senex motto 'Get used to it kid, cause it
ain't getting better.' Note that the jars hold "gifts" of blessings and evils. This impiies
that both happiness and misery are given out in our lives. Mortals do not create these
gifts, rather they are given o r allotted to us. The description clearly points to forces
outside of human control as the cause of all fortune and misfortune. It also shows an
intrinsic senex pessimism toward the overall "lot" of humanity; we are, d i k e the gods,
fated to an eventual death (Nilsson 1952, pp. 169-170). Also, note the 'weaving'
metaphor, since it will become more predominant in post-Homericauthors, and alludes to
the three 'spinners' of fate: the Morai (Cox 1903, p. 266).
Moira however, is not simply Zeus's tool, or any other gods'. Even they

are subject to its force. As Alexander Murray points out, Moira "acknowledged
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superiority of no other deity - not wen Zeus" (Murray, AS. 1960, p.210). This is
evident in the Iliad, when Zeus is tempted but unable to save the life of his mortal son.

Hera responds with shock "What a thing you have said! You wish to save a mortal man
foredoomed by Destiny[?]'' (Hull 1982, p.229). Zeus, therefore is forced to suffer and
passively accept his son's Fate. This distinction is important as it places Fate in a class
and stature of its own.
Not only are the gods influenced by Moira, but they seem concerned with keeping
their lives and the lives of mortals in track with it. They are often Moira's caretakers. In
the Illiad, Zeus calls an assembly of the gods, and voices his concern about Achilles' fiuy

against the Trojans, stating "I fear he'll break the wall before it's destiner4 (Hull 1982,
p.280). This indicates that the gods are concerned with keeping Moira 'balanced' and
make an active effort to keep themselves and mortals within these constraints. The
passage also introduces a sense oftime. It points to the idea that all things happen at their
appropriate moment. Therefore, we cannot change our destiny nor can we postpone or
hurry it along (Otto 1983, p.284). Thirdly, the passage may give us a sense of hope that
mortals are able t o break these constrains of Fate.
The Modern Day Traveler

How then, does an Olympian concern of breaking the wall before it is destined
speak to, or of, a modern traveler? Well, it can bring us to a family that I encountered in

Trinidad. The family started sailing around the world when their kids were three and five
years old. I had asked the mother, Helen, how they had been able to do this so early in
life. She explained,

"We Ye hademf of suiling mound the world long before the kids came. We
started p h u i n g

ing we

were fairly certain we could do it. Everyone, including the two

of us, assumed however that this w m going to be a long-term plan for an early

retirement.
"%n

it acctcrred to rnrr Why were we waiting? At first the quemon seemed

preposterous. It seemed obvious thaf you em& 't start something like this now. If was
Lang trasnlates "I fear me lest he overleap the boundof fhte, and storm the walln (Laag 1958, p.360).
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meantfor a later time,just like retirement. First we M to kork ' and 'raise af d l y

.*

After a while, it wasn't the question but the muwer that sotm&d preposerms. We
realized that we were waiting because we had simply never colt~~~dered
any other time.
We, like all of our fiends, had assumed that we first had to wait. We Yecided to stop
using our kit& and lives ar an excuse and stdedpl&ng

how we were going to kork'

and 'raise afamily' while sailing mound the world. . . and here we are.

"

While Achilles had waited to break the wall of Troy at the destined time, it seems

that Helen had challenged Zeus and broke the wall early. The wall in this case, was the
natural assumption of having to eat your potatoes before your desert:

on in my lve, 1 remember eoting dinner at my g r e e n t s place.
grudjather &d

me why I was eating my potatoes and had not touched my steak. I

exphineed to him that I was w i n g my steak for lart since it was my fmorite. My
grundjafher then asked me, "Wifyou are toojbil or tired to qpreciate your steak, or
worse yet whor if someone t&s your steak in the meantime?" He then l e d over and
cut ofapiece of my steak and enjoyed it, while I stared in shock.

That event has ahvays stuck out in my memory, especially as I grew o l ' r and
began to know and understand my gr-ather

and his lve. He was pointing to much

more than my eating habits. L i k any good parable, my grLmdfather pointed

to a

smalI

pw-t in my iiJe in h o p thut I would h e r recognize &epr instances.
This should not be confUsed with the puerile idea that you do not have to prepare
for your journeys. All of the travelers in this thesis are educated professionals. Some first
became 'established' while others dove right in at an early age. Never the less, to use the

'diving' metaphor, they all checked the water first. They had all prepared for their travels,
and understood both themselves as well as their environment.
As Natalie pointed out about her preparations to work in France, '"Il's not like I

packed up on a whim and went to France becuuse I liked a M e of wine. 1I been in
love with French culture since I was 6. 1dih'r start learning the hguage until 9, and

have sucked everything up since then. Ipeflected it when I was a nannyfor two French
chimen and then didn't want to lose it, as I hod gone to all the trouble of leamzng it. I
spent the lad semester of my university p r e e n g for and researching the current job
m m k t in France, and utte&d a job trade conference to get contacts. Several people
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asked me why I &&'tjust go to Cafifomiato work in wine, but I wanted the French

hguage and culture aspart of my package.

The Meddling Gods

At times,tbe Homeric gods do intervene within mortal's lives. In the Iliad, Hera
asks the other gods to help Achilles defend against Aeneas (who has just been blessed by
Apollo). It is important to note however, that even Hera must stay within her own and
Achilles' boundaries. She seems to just*

her meddling by explaining "Afterwards he

take what Destiny wove in his life the day his mother bore him7' (Hull 1982, p.283). She
implies that she does not want to change his destined course of life, but assist in him
attaining it. Andrew Lang translates this passage as "Afterward he shall suffer whatsoever
things Fate span for him with her thread" (Lang, Leaf, & Myers 1914, p.362). Lang' s
substitution of "take" with ''suffer" supports the idea that Hera does not intend to bring
joy into Achilles' life, but rather wants to place it back on its proper course.
Here, Moira begins to take on the role of social law. The gods' concern for
keeping themselves and mortals within their boundaries seems to come from a need to
keep balance. This idea of balance points to a need for order and structure. It is a motif

that is often repeated in Greek literature. It is a sense that everything and everybody has a

place, including the gods, heroes, kings, and 'day-to-day' mortals. Perhaps then, this
same force that keeps Achilles tiom overstepping what he is 'destined' to, could also be
the force behind Chelsea's 'It's probably for the best.'
A Consideration of Failure and 'It's probably for the best anyway.'

Yes,this statement is a form of consolation so that a person does not wallow in
her failure. Never the less, it may also be a distraction ftom failure - a way to ignore the
fact that what we wanted did not occur. More importantly what does this statement
evoke? 'It's probably for the best' seems to evoke a force which guides our lives, and
even when we aim for a god, it seems to know 'what is best'. It intervenes and ensures
that we stay on the right path. Stuart, an Economics Instructor in Taiwan explained:

I had m y acceplmce ppers, my visa, my plane ticket, and I was ready to teach
Economics at a private Taiwcnese college. Sudctenfy, the instructor that I was supposed

4s

to r e p k e &ci&d to

for one more searon md I got a phone call one week before

leaving that I was no longer needed
Dishemtened I told some @em& andf'iiiy about the bad news md received in
support the tpical "Well it's probably for the besf" followd by a comment on the

Taiwunese food c o w politics, stttic&yweather, or poor wages. Tihey insinuated that

perhps working there would not have been the best decision Yet it was. The food
weather, and politics were worthwhile; they were part of !be reason why I applied!
A@

a few clqys of grumbling and trying tofigure things act, I &cided tlvd since

I had my p h e ticket ulreacjl, I might as well go to Taiwan and try to find work fiom
there. 1 still hod my visa ppers, mtd unless they checked with the school right at the
border, I'd be fine.

Taiwan is cheap, d I f a r n d a $lO/highf h o d with air con, a

private r a m , and a c h s of chirping cocktmches. I darted on my search, and @er a
week I had threejob oflers, bsrl the best one Ernne#orn a surprising source.

Y m see, once I arrived, I cdecided to go check out the college that I was supposed
to have taught at, und at l e a see what it was like. Ifigured that instead of being tuck
and cortfonting my wmlii-be employers, I w d d eqlain thai I uccepted my loss but
wanted them to h o w that I was sfill mound for other openings. m e receptionist at the
college looked a bit startled when I told her my m e . I &ckakd to not eqdlain too quickly
md let then, think that there may have been a gross miscommunication. I was ushered

into the Dean's ofice, rmd porn there we started taking about economics, truvel,
politics, a d g o l f : He seemed to really like me, but still c o u h ' t oger a job. He thanked
me ond gme me a ride back to my hostel while on his way to a golf game. The next
morning, a little boy came lookingfor me at the hostel ... he was a messengerj?om the

Dean who d i h ' t have my number but remembered the m e of the hostel. He wanted me
zocall him, as his golfing b
u
m was also the Derm of another pri'vate college. Two ciays

later, I got an interview and a job o a r while piqying a round on the most expensive gar
course I have ever been to.

I think about all of the h c e I got about "lettring it go", md "if it 's not meant to
be then it 's not meant to be. I how t hpeople said the comments so that I wac&
"

'Z get

hurt. m e thing is, iflhod listened to them, I would still be back ut home without ajob!
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Not all failures turn to success. As Chelsea points out,
Sometimes things go wrong and you try tofir them bur they st12full qmt. Yup,it
such, but t k r e is almost ahuays a reason why they went wrong. Pretending thot you
d i h 't care won 't help you. You need look at why it screwed up d whut you ccm do
better next time, or even now- Yar*

have to deal with it, and then go on with the next

plan, because there should always be a next plan!
So why does it matter if Chelsea acknowledges filure? Perhaps without
acknowledging a failure, and without challenging "it was for the best", she would have
never developed the drive to keep going with "the next plan." This understanding and
acceptance of failure is the Senex knowledge gained fiom past experience. The "ability to
fail" [Cumyn 1993, p. 11] allows a traveler to analyze and learn fiom her failure. At a
moment when she faces disappointment, she does not have to look away fiom it in a
puerile fashion, and pretend that 'I didn't want to do that anyway' (it's probably for the
best), or that she did not have control over her life (it wasn't meant to be). Rather, the
traveler can acknowledge that she did want it, and that she was and is in control of her
life, even if not every plan works out. She can also use the Senex knowledge of her past
experience to understand that though failure will sometimes stay as failure, it can often
turn to success.

Hope
There is another point to Zeus' worry that Achilles might over step his
boundaries. It gives mortals hope to navigate within and perhaps outside of Fate's
boundaries. It examines how the gods (and mortals) worry that someone might try to step
out of their 'place'. This worrying is a form of stress that things or people might disrupt
the taken for granted process of their life. It is a moment of puer/senex conflict, where the

presence of an 'alternate' disturbs the status quo. Sailing Helen described a moment when
this unconscious social need for structure came up to a sudden boil:

I remember at a reunion barbeque of old high schooIjkierads, Ijlustered a fjlertd
of mine that I hadh 't seenfor a while ajier explaining what and how I had been living my
life. At first she sy?nrpathied t h t it must be hard not to h e a pmtner, kids, and money.
Afer a long and slightly tense discuss~~on,
1 explained t h f we rlid have k i d d that we
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were making a ste*

and secure living while sailing on the b a t . We were some of the

most 'settled and secure' people at the purfy. Wejurt did it on a hut rather thm, in a
house. She fiM& blurted out "But you can't do that. U?ha~if everyone satsatled
off
you know ... who &you think you are!"
somewhere... you haw reqomllSIbilities

Since then I've l e w that whar I do can upset some people, msd sometimes it's
better tojust nod andstay silent when they say we 're lt,~cky.W k n people ask me 'how do

you do that" I uvt sense when they real& ww

to know and when I should say "oh I

guess it sort of hqi+penedto us. "

Helen's life story seems to have disturbed her friend's sense of 'proper place'.
Thus what was meant as a story of alternate possibility (hope) was interpreted as a brash
insult to what should be expected in life.

In Greek literature, Greene attributes the idea of 'hope' more to the poetic than
the philosophic or day-to-day world. He explains that the attempt to break fate was used
to create a dramatic motif Moira "provided a background against which the strength of

men's wills and their sense of their own deserts might be set forth" (Greene 1963, p.4).
What Greene suggests is that the Greek mind considered Moira to be less flexible in the

real world than its depiction in the literary world.
Never the less, it hints at the possibility of a transgression, and it creates the
necessary "what if" that may inspire an imaginative Puer to consider it as a real
possibility.
For me personally, the shock was when I seriously decided to consider something
thait hod been previously reservedfor fmtfasy.
When I was twelve years 024 I stumbled across a PBS documentary on television

about a wooden tallshfp thar had sailed around the world. I had been taking sailing
lessons in small dinghies at a local sailing schod, mid was fond of watching the
' Cup. the Khitbread, and simillm 'otherworMy' events. L i h I had done with
America s

countless other documentaries, I thought "wow, woul&'t that be great", d p r o m p t b
tumed ofthe TV to continue my n o d lve, without anyfirrther thought.

A few yems lizter, my mother wanted to send me to a wicderness camp, and I
protested "So what do you want to clb this summer?'' she asked me. I responded in a
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puerile fnshin 'Tdon *tknow. suil on a talkhip or something." She responded in a
s i m i k manner with "Wellyou gofdyourserfa ta/Iship. "

It then occurred to me t h the tallship irad to have been fiom somewhere. II
occurred to me thal perhaps there were others Iike it in Canada. I had many negative
taunter-thoughts which tried to expibin "that's TV . . . this is REAL Ive. '"Never the less,

the next clqy I &ci&d to give it a by. I remembered the acronym of the society that run
the ship, mad started calling a r d to van-ouscommiitee members of a local yacht club.
Finally qFer a number of &ad ends, I found out t h the ship was based out of C

d in

a nearby city. I culled the city directory, a dfound the society 'sphone number. Two days
and $250 laler. 1was signed rrp for a ten &y trip on the stme tailship that I hod seen on
the d-entary.

"

Thal event began to c h g e my d r s t a n d i n g of what is 'real..' From that time
on, I h e come to look ut stories (whether real or fictional, on
in books, or fiom
people 's persod nurrativesi in a dzflerent way. I learned to /isten to people 's stories not as entertaining anecdotes or escapes fiom realfty*but rather us brainstorms of real
possibilities.

A Sense of Order in Pop Culture Narratives
Like the Greeks' figures in pop culture narratives are firmly 'placed' within
specific personal boundaries. We 'know' who they are and what to expect of them, and
consequently we may be disturbed if they do something that is contrary to their character.

In the 1980s, for example, the shooting o f J.R in the TV episode, "Dallas", received
similar media attention as the shooting of the Pope and president Regan.
People depend on a sense of order and place. When that order is threatened, it
creates stress. They turn to stories to reinforce this sense of order. This is the reason why
the public can be so upset at a fictional character's possible death, as ocwred on
"Dallas". It violates their sense of order. On a television sitcom, everyone knows that the
bad guy cannot win, nor can any character 'step out' of hidher place. The "Family Ties"

family cannot win a million dollars. If they do, they will lose it by the end of the episode.
Wiley Coyote needs to try and catch the Roadrunner, even if he knows that he never will.
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It would be out of character for him to either catch the bird or to give up the chase
entirely and order out for pizza.
By citing pop culture narratives, we might recognize this sense of stability and

knowing of a character's 'place' that we unconsciously expect. Our interest however, is
not about our expectation of what is in store for celebrities, or the characters that they
portray. Rather, we are interested in what we assume is in store for 'ordinary' characters,
like us. Do we simply make the same assumptions about our lives as we do about the life
of a 'supporting character' in a television sitcom? Do we assume that even though, like
the supporting character, we strive for something better, we really do not have a chance?
Are we simply 'extras' in the giant movie of life?

Summary: The Unarticulated 'It'
Just Like the Greeks had a preconceived idea of Moira before Homer and others
gave it a name, it seems that we too, have a preconceived and often unarticulated notion

of Moira. It controls how we think, and becomes apparent through our language, in
sentences l i e 'it wasn't meant to be'.
ARTICULATED FATE
As mentioned before, we seem to be controlled by, and passive to, an

unarticulated 'it'. It seems natural that people would eventually want to point to
something more tangible as the cause of their joy and misery. This cause needs to have a
name and form, and perhaps a personality. Thus, the unarticulated 'it' becomes a
'something. '

In the Greek world, Moira as an idea eventually developed into a personalized
deity rather than a force; Fate became a goddess. This process began (but by no means

was solidified) in Hesiod's writing. In this process of deification, Moira lost her
uncompromising control over the gods and became, like the rest of the Olympians, a
subject of Zeus. Apart from a change in status amongst the gods, she continued to hold
the same strong grip on Mortals and their lives (Murray, AS. 1960, pp.2 10-212). During
the process of deification, Moira split into three Fates or Moirai. In Theogony 904-906,

Hesiod names the three Moirai as "Clotho, spinner; Lachesis, allotta, and Atropos,
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inflexible" and continues to explain that Zeus gave them "powers that determine the
fates and grant to mortal men to have both good things and bad"' (Frazer 1983, p. 84).
Now mortals could point to 'something' as the cause of their joy or suffering.
They could explain their life situation as the direct will of three goddesses. If they were
suffering peasants, they could lament that the Fates had spun them a cloth of poor quality.
The mother of a son who died early, would understand that Atropos, the inflexible, had
'cut his life short'. Likewise the colleagues of a man who rose to great power would
understaud that courage and motivation had been woven into his life. In all instances, it
was the product of something o r someone else that made a person who he was.
Today, our society has also personified Moira. The unarticulated 'it' has been
explained in terms provided by our modem faculties. These faculties include psychology,
sociology, and biology. Thus modern day Moira appears through a variety of scientific
explanations which place us in predestined classifications that forbid us tiom accessing
our dreams. The unarticulated 'it' becomes 'God' 'my hormones', my alcoholism, my
social status, the fact that I am a maldfemale, the fact that I had a bad childhood, and so
on. Once we have a name, the 'it' becomes an articulated 'thing'. We can articulate this

God, Force, Scientific Fact, or Habit in the likeness of a man, a 'monster', a 'disease', or
a predisposition. We give up our integrity and our fieedorn of choice in order to feel
secure that our life is actually dictated by something greater than our own ability. Like
the Greeks, we understand that we are a product of something else. Rather than being the

product of a "will of the gods", or a "casting of fate" we are the product of social
conditioning, pheromone levels, childhood trauma, genetics, society, gender, social class,
race, past experience, media and advertising, religion, economic status, disposition, etc.

Unwilling Atlnscs

Most of us can block our dreams with financial security issues. "Wouldn't it be
nice if we could all do that, but some of us have to work you know" is a senex statement
that quickly deflects any weight from our shoulders to actually accomplish what we
consider meaningful. Yet what happens when that weight is unwillingly lified?
5

Brown translates as "[Zeus] gave [the Moirai] the gmtest priviege of distniuting good and evil among
mankindw(Brown 1953, p.78)
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Rebecca grew up in a wical m i d e chss settihg: she was preparing tofinsh
high schod, mdfolow the well hid path set by her md her fmi&- Things c h g e d at
the beginning of her university career when, due to a suaen death in her immediate
fdk'y, she received a generous inhen'tunce that allowed her to be fi~l~ncialfy
secure.
Due to this inheritancee, she no longer had to occupy her day-tmhy with maintaining
her lifestyle. She wasfree fiom "'havingto workfor a living", and without thot reason to
occupy her && Ige, she becanre aware of an impedng urgency "todo something."
The interesting thing is that Rebecca did not wimt this fieeabm. She once
mentioned, "just because I have the ability to do anything dmsn 't mean that I have to. "

She was the unwilling witness to the calling of the world, yet she felt the hemy weight of
"expecation" on her shouIders. She felt it, not on&fiom herself: but also from others
who knew that she was pee'; she could feel this pressure thrmugh their comments oad
sumptio ti om. They placed their own h e m s ond apirations on her shoulders a d

pointed to the reason why they could not.

They self-ghteousk'y cried

"Yy",
while

plucking at their own selfmutilcrted wings.

Rebecca had become the Atlas of the dream world - and like Atlas, she
was in charge of carrying everything that others wanted. Like Rebecca, Atlas was not the
only one who could do tremendous things. Pherecydes teaches us that even mortals Like
Herakles could perform the task (Hornblower 1996, p. 208).

Our concern, therefore, is not Rebecca's rehsal to carry this weight, but why her
friends did not want to do it themselves. We should consider why her Wends wanted
"fieedom from the arduous responsibility of realizing their ineffectual selves and
shouldering the blame for the blemished product7' (Hoffer 1958, p. 129).
In other words, we should not point the finger at Rebecca (or others who are
'better o f f ) for refbsing to seize the day, but consider how much of her story lies in us.
The challenge is to consider if most of us are like Rebecca's friends: capable but
unwilling. How many of us thank our lucky stars that we do not have to face, on a daily
basis, the necessity to do something extraordinary? How many of us question our own
inability before pointing to those we think are able?
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Modem Oracles
Security and income are not our only modern moiras. It may be argued that due to
our vast understanding of technology and genetics, we have more belief in outside forces
that affect our lives than our Greek predecessors. Lucky Oedipus only had the prediction
of one oracle to worry about (Kitto 1962, p.87). Today's orphaned child has its future
predicted by countless fottunetellers; they include psychologists, sociologists, political
analysts, interest groups, marketing data miners etc. Based on what race, sociosconomic
level, and community structure a child is born into, these new prophets will "weave, deal
out, and cut short the thread of [its kture] life" (Cox 1903, p.264). Before that, modern
biogeneticists will prophesize disease and learning difficulties. They will strain to foretell
sexual preferences, anger thresholds, pain tolerance levels, hormones, testosterone, and
pheromone balances. Next, how the child is raised in its crucial formative years will
solidify its fate. Later it will be its fust real relationship where all future hope will surely
be defined.
Like the ancient Moira, most of these forecasters lay out the life of a child at its
birth, and like the ancient Greeks, we tend to succumb to our birth born boundaries and
claim, 'well I was born into a middle class family', or 'my parents are not academics, so
they never encouraged me to study', 'I was never good at science', 'I am generation X',
'I am not generation X', 'I did not have a father figure', 'I had a domineering father

figure', 'I went to public school', 'I was a product of the sixties', 'I had too much sun
exposure as a child', etc.
The Hidden Fate Of Perceived Privilege

While discussing privilege with other travelers, a new question tends to spring up:
does the privilege that we see around us actually exists? More importantly, how does our
simple perception of it affect us? Perhaps we can consider this idea of 'perceived
privilege' and how it may create a feeling of fatalistic passivity.
What is perceived privilege? Well, why did Bob get a job as a photographer for
National Geographic? Bob's father was a Vietnam photojournalist. Bob does not have to
work evenings and has more time for volunteer work. Bob is a male. Bob is good
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looking. Bob has had support fkom his family and is the fourth generation to attend
university.

These are the type of elements that travelers have heard tiom others to
'explain' why they have been able do something extraordinary. They are pointers of
privilege (or exceptional circumstance) that explain how it could have happened to them.

M a n y of these privileges, are perceived as inaccessible to us. We will not be able to
control most of them - we either have them or we do not-

Chelsea listed afanrilirrr set of privileges thot people used to e q b n why she was
able to accomp2ish so mrmy of her &ems. mey included her being "Young,mature,
encouraged by her purents, a Westerner, a ffeale, a scholarship recipient, smart,
courageous, without children, unmarried with a bornend, w i t h a b o H e d , not
religious, qiritual,@t, w i t h a mortgage, fimncialfy flexibe, with a goadjob, without
a g d job, etc. " She found it interesting how many of the privileges w d d contradict

themselves. As she said "When I had a job, people would say 'You're so lucky to haw a
stem& income :and when I di&t 't haw ujob, the same people would sqy 'Welt you have
so much time, andym 're not tied down by a job. "'

Chelsea noticed that the characteristics she had considered as neutral, or

''sometimes good. cad sometimes bad', were now seen as "afways admtageous for
[her] and against others." Likewise the perception of Fate in Greek and Roman literature
quickly changed. In Theogony 2 13, Hesiod details the Fates' birth and describes them as
children of Night (Chaos) (Brown 1953, p.59). This furthers their sense of irreproachable
power (Keyenyi 1951, p.32) as it reflects "the darkness and obscurity of human destiny"
(Bulfinch 1947, p.904). This new origin of birth gives the Fates a more sinister and
negative connotation. Thus Fate began as a causal force that grew to a sense of order
and balance, and then attained a negatively c0~0tatedpersonality. Fate transformed
from an unnamed neutral existence, to justice, and now to a sense of doom and
inflexibility (Frazer 1983, p.84).
As Nilsson mentions, "fatalism spread farther and brought the whole of human
life under its sway . . . so far that men were sometimes relieved of the responsibility of
their actions" (Nilsson 1952, p. 170). Likewise, it seems that the traveler's personal
characteristics seem to be interpreted as unfair privileges.
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From a traveler's point of view, when we first encounter the idea of privilege in

other people's lives, there are two things that we might begin to consider:
1. Would knowing that someone has it easier, give us more drive or less? It seems

that in most cases, the perception of privileges would make us passive. We should use the
term perception instead of something else like knowledge because the privilege may not

exist at all. It may be something that we perceived in our own minds. Whether or not the
privilege is real seems irrelevant on the effect it has on our minds - we turn passive. If our
goal is to do something then it seems that dwelling on how we have it worse than others
would only keep us fiom trying our hardest.
The destructive element is not the lack of privilege; instead it is our understanding
and reaction t o that privilege. In other words, we might realize that we use the privilege

against ourselves long before the 'real' privilege has a chance to affect us. We see
successfbl people as having been born fortunate. Through this point of view, privilege is
something that fate decrees.
2. W h y do we consider how someone has it easier than us, but never notice how

we might have it easier then them in other ways? Perhaps it is a way of keeping passive

-

in the face of an urge to action. 'They had it easy they got it; we do not have it easy we can't get it.' If we think in this way, then we no longer have to try. I$ on the other

hand, we think about how we are better off than others, then the only reason why we have
not accomplished something would suddenly lie on our shoulders.
Neev, a traveler I met in Turkey, described two people:

7he first is an immigrant, who, &ring his formative yews, kept being uprooted
fiom fmiiy rmdfnemh, as his pments' transient lgestyle forced him to move between
cities d countries. Never completely accepted by any group, he was ahvqys seen as
being "drflerent" by his classmates, and was teased at school about his accent. He
stnrggleii and continues to struggle with spelling as he mu&es English expressions. His
parents could not Mord the time or money to e

d him in comptitive p H s like

hockey, and ski racing. He wore secod hmd clothing, and o f l n went withour certain
toys that other kit& in his school received
The second person was raised in a stable f&&

unit with two working

profssi~nals~
He excelled in reading d writing, 4 was a natural actor, orator, and
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story teller. He quick& canw to urulerstd group &mmics a d how to make people at
ease with his company. His parents encouraged hin, to @ore

options, partkipate in

ports, md other cultures. They also supported andpaidfor his cdlege education.

Neev's point was not that one person hod more of on advantage t

h the other,

nor was it thot they both had enough to make something of their liws. Rother. Neev's
point was that both people were actual& one person: himsee All of the sfiztementsfound
in both rlescriptio~~~,
uccu~ateiydescribe his upbringing and current character.
The issue here is not if a trait or characteristic is or is not advantageous to
someone, but rather what characteristics we choose to consider and why.

As Neev

commented, '*wechoose to see the worM ... either cis beautiijkl andfill of opporfimity, or
as cold ond oppress~~ve.
"

It is important to note that Neev's description was aimed as a self-reflection on his
own life. In other words, he was addressing how we perceive ourselves rather than others.
It was not intended (nor should it be) to make a point about other people's

Most travelers acknowledge the various forms of privilege. However, rather than
fixating on how they are disadvantaged, they focus on becoming aware of their own
privileges and what resources they currently have and how they might use them. This
does not have to be done out of a moral principal (although it can be), but rather out of a
practical one. We do not sacrifice anything by thinking this way, except perhaps, an easy
vehicle of escape from a call to action.

Hans pointed out that the perception of privilege is tied to a greater '*cyniical
interpretation of how other people hove it better. He was interested in the "level of
"

discontentment in people 's iives. " He pointed to one of his encounters while traveling the

West Coast of Canada.
"I went to visit twof d i e s t h t had wizterfiont summer conages on the Sunshine

CO(LF~.
AAfl being invited to thefirst house. I complimented them on their beautifir2 home.
m e owner, who was an orthodontist, said 'Oh,you haven't seen anything you should see
John's house - he 's a p W c surgeon.' m e orthodontist's wife aalso ma& a dface, and

ti

This point will be further elaborated in the next d o n
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qlained how the government was imposing unfari billing ups. A few days Ibter
when I went to s&zy at the plartc surgeon 's house, I noticed a pitting by an artist that I
represznfed when I worked at a gallery. I commented on the painting, and the owner
replied 'Oh fhaf'sjust a copy - you have to be a heart surgeon to have one of those now those guys make money!' I f o r d it interesting thaf no mutter how high you got,

there was atways someone who had it better. My interest was not really with upper c k s
discontentnrent. Ill~leadI used it to focsrs back on my own mi&e

c h s sihiation. I

noticed how many people around me felt their lives w m H be better if they only mmk ten
t h o u d dollars more, and those who made the ten t h m i d more were just as
discontent. "
Disclaimer on Privilege
Privilege does exist. Some of it is 'fair', but much of it is not. I do not think we
should endorse any privilege, especially the privilege of one group or social class over
another. Nor do I think that we should turn a blind eye to it or claim that it does not
occur. I think privilege will always occur in some form or another - both as the long term
institutional oppression that grants special treatment to one group over another, and the
smaller, individual privilege.

This thesis however, is not a social theory, and should not be considered as such.
Instead, what we are trying to do is to consider how the knowledge of inequalities
suppresses our drive to explore. In other words, we are trying to examine how our
perception of privilege affects our lives, and how people like the traveler break this type
of fatalistic influence. This, in no way, is aimed at denying privilege. It may even do the
opposite, for it suggests that even if the privilege does not occur, it may still have a
damaging influence. Thus it treats that influence seriously, and considers how to
overcome it.

While visiting Royal Victoria Yacht Club, I heard that Suson, the head instructor
was leaving her position, because she received a better oflerfiorn Royal Bemu& Yacht
Chrb. In respone to how she got thisjob, one of her coUeagues said "Youhave to 'how

peo@e'

- she g d a nice little letter of reference fiom

the rear commorlore. " At first I
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reacted with a glum and slight& cynical ''oh" in unison with evevone else in the room.
?hen, however,

I started thinhg about what war keeping me porn getting my own

reference letters. Instead of seeing the act m unfa'r,
1 began to rethink the situatrian

a great job a~RVYC (which everyone else warld
agree to as well), and hod the nrotivatrbn to go out mtd request reference letters - why
shouidln't she get thejob?
Susan was well ipaf~jied,
had done

Thus, I switched the eqerience porn a fiafistic moment of cynicism that wm&I
keep me passive, to a leaming experience thaf gui&d me in a proper direction. Ruther
t h fmking at the sihcation as a set of mjir adiantages, I considered it ar an
opportunity to Zeam an easy process. Five years later, 1was hired as the racing coach at
the smne club, and would later become its head instructor. I did not have any "contacts",
but I d d b e ajew well written letters of reference.
Against Blind Confidence

It is not simply a matter of perceiving yourself as capable and setting forth to
conquer all. If all that a traveler does is perceive herself as capable then she will crash
along the path of the flighty puer. What the traveler needs to perceive is the world itself.
She needs to understand both the world and herself Her knowledge and confidence needs

to be based on learning, experience, and reflection. It needs to be an experienced and
educated wisdom. It needs to be a Senex understanding combined with a Puer self
confidence.
Summary of Fate and Moira

So far, we can summarize that the Greeks believed in a force which was called
Fate or Moira. This force controlled and foretold people's lives. At one's birth, Fate
allotted a share of happiness and a share of misery. This allotment was final. Later, the
force became personified in the three Fates, which lost some of their control amongst the
gods but retained much, if not all, of their power on earth-Thus the Greeks believed in a
preordained destiny which set each person's boundaries and limits.

In our lives, modem day Fate has become the 'nice little reference letter7/
'blacklisted name', the 'father with contacts' / 'overbearing father', the 'genius mind' /
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'learning difficulty', the 'outgoing disposition' / 'poor self image', the 'adventurous

soul', 'single without kids', 'married with a supportive family', etc.
It is interesting to see how we have added values (good or bad connotations) to

many of these characteristics, and how most of them can be reversed in their
connotations. For example the 'father with contacts' could be seen as an 'overbearing
father', or the 'adventurous soul' could be seen as a 'lack of direction and stability.'
Likewise, Homeric Moira, which was originally seen as a form of balance and social

order, became a place to unload individual responsibility of people's dreams.
This attitude and perception of the 'way things are' is the modem day boundary
that the traveler needs to break. As Hans mentioned " w h we need to change is our
uraderstding of who and what it t&s

to do wonderjkl things. Yyou need to understand

!hot those people who 'live great l i w s ' stariedfiom the same wt as everyone else. Tibey
are notfiom magazines and movies - they me us, or even bener: we me them."

In the next section we will discuss the possibility of transgressing these fate
bound limits. We will listen to the warnings from classical stories and their modern day
evocations. We will consider the punishments that await those who transgress, and see if
the travelers received them.
H
Y
B
m

EIybris7 is both a widely assumed, yet often misunderstood Greek concept. In
order to clarify the meaning of Hybris in our context, we should first make a distinction
between the two types of Hybris. The first is a transgression of honor, and the second is a
transgression of Fate. Both definitions will be explained, but our focus will be on the
second notion of Hybris.

N. Fisher, divides the notion of Hybris into the twocategories. He describes the

fust category as a "serious assault on the character of another, which is likely to cause
shame, and lead to anger and attempts at revenge" (Fisher 1992, p-xvi). This form of
Hybris is often a direct insult that tries to lower the status of its recipient. It is an action

' I use this unconventional spelling of Hybris rather than Hubris for two reasons. The first is to follow
convention, as most Greek scholars have chosen to use this spelling in favor of the modern spelling. The
second reason is to distinguish the term h m its ordimy use.
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connected with the young and mimics a rash and drunken mood.

A good example occurs in the Iliad, when Agamemnon insults Achilles and

decides to "come and take your [Achillest] gift of honor (Rees 1991, p. 7). Achilles
immediately inflicts Hybris back on Agamemnon calling him a "Greedy-minded
shameless Incamate!" (Rees 1991, p.7). Achilles himself identifies the act as a Hybris,
asking Athena "Can it be that you wanted to witness the hybris and gross overreaching of
Atreaus' son Agamemnon?" (Rees 1991, p.9).
This is a shame-based insult that deals with one individual infringing the honor of
another individual. Although, it is frequent in Homer and other epics (Toohey 1992,
p.22), this fonn of Hybris does not address our topic, apart perhaps, fiom the puerile
insult to non-travelers that some insecure travelers might exhibit (and vice-versa).
It is Fisher's second, and more popular definition of Hybris that speaks to us and
the traveler. Fisher describes it as

'an offense

against the gods, whereby the mortal

forgets the limitations of mortality" (Fisher 1992, p.2). Gilbert Murray further expands
the definition to include any act which oversteps the n o d boundaries of one's character

and one's Fate (Mur~ay,G. 1907, p. 265). We can thus generalize Hybris to be the act of
transgressing, that which is expected of a person's character and hislher life path. Since in

Greek thought, Moira dictates a person's character and life path, Hybris can be defined as
the 'transgression of Moira'.
Perhaps then, anytime we 'take fate into our own hands' (make a life choice that
is not the norm for our place in society), we feel a sense of uncertainty and a hint of
possible doom. We understand that failure can just as easily occur while on the safe
'middle path', but then it would not be our fault. We would have followed what everyone
else had done; we would have tried to do what was expected (fated). Here, as travelers,
we have done what is not expected. We have broken the template of living life in
preordained and institutionalized stages, and have tried to make up our own. It seems that
whatever outcomes occur are now fiom our own doing. We have let go of our social
apron strings, and in a way, become individual adults that are responsible for our own
actions.
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People had uskd the sailing HeZen* haw she cmid risk raising her chiwen in
such an UMISUUJ environment. She adtnitted wonyrirg about it: "of course we weren *t

sure. It was a big ctecsion. We had hemd honor stories of yuchtie chilaken being umbie
to adfist, but we had also met former (grown up) yachtie chiMen md found that they
were ofrn some of the most well r&d

and

'OF*

people we knew- We realized we

were t&ng a risk, but in a way itfeit an even greater risk to let our chihken grow up in

a ' n o d *emiomnent. We worn-edabout what wouU -pen

if we did not act on what

we thought was right. We worried that if we posponed sailing to until we retired, we
might realize thol our chiwen had missed out on so nn~ch.. . md I think they would
h e ."
As Helen mentioned, not all people who cut their social apron strings do it as an
act of self governing responsibility. Some do it as adolescent escapes from reality.

I too had met a man who had been raised on a yacht and was now a 'lost puer ',
wandering the world without any purpose or dreum in mind He continues to travel as an
&It, but it is a type of 'lost wundkring ', where he h no reawn to bawl other than that
it is what he is used to. He works at oddjobs while feeding his alcohol habit, md hops
fiom port to port &aining hismends rmd resources.
This is the hybris that most modern travelers fear. It is a concern for 'structure' in

a child's (and adult's) life. Disaster may loom at home in suburbia as much as at sea, but
it seems, as mentioned before, that the disaster at sea was 'chosen', while disaster in
suburbia is part of 'normal life.' We cannot be blamed if our child 'falls through the

cracks' in the public school system, but we take her life into our own hands when we
home school her on a yacht.

For the most pmt, however, I have f o r d yuchtie childen to be extremely
adaptable, bahced and as Helen had mentioned " o p n lo the world

pIqy on their own, make fie&

"

They are able to

quickly, a d interact with &Its. Most impwant& they

have an uraderstanding of the world that makes them more knowledgeable and

eqwienced than mmty adults.
Pressure from Within
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m e W c o u p ~ eDemi
,
&David,

had &e.wed

the same concern about doing

what theyfell was right- Derni mentioned "People ask me 'you must be so courageous to
foilow your tikerns like that. * In a way though, I j h d that they are more courageous titan

I arn. I think it wovld be hm&r to not do it. md keep going in the previous job md iije
that I hid wore.
Perhaps Demi is pointing to the moment in a traveler's life when he realizes how
accessible and broad dreams can be. Once a traveler recognizes these possibilities, it is
hard to idly sit and let these suddenly real opportunities pass.
This pressure seems to be what Daniel was taking about when he mentioned "the
scariest thing in the worM is the understanding that you c m do anything you

want ard do

it consistent&." The weight of this statement lies in that once you truly understand and
internalize the immediate availability of opportunities, all of the borders and excuses slip
away. You are suddenly left naked to do anything. You are left with an immediacy and a
call to action which you can no longer ignore or surround yourself with the comfort of the
day-to-day mundane. Suddenly you have to do it, and it leads straight to question of "do
what?" It cannot be just 'anything' anymore. Suddenly, the importance of doing
something real, can not be discounted by lack of resource or opportunity, because the
resource and opportunity are there in front of you as they have always been.
This is the pressure that many travelers feel fkom themselves. After breaking the
assumptions and excuses, the Puer travelers finds himself capable. The excuses still come
up, but now they become immediately self-evident and absurd.
Once the excuses are recognized as absurd, the impetus is back on the traveler for
a call to action and effort. In a way it is disturbing because almost every dream is
possible, and demands that it be taken seriously. The day dream which allowed us to
'escape' in the past is now a vehicle to possibilities which must be addressed. The
recognition is absolute, and like Satori, it makes the traveler understand that "you cannot
fly away from it, for it w&onts you at every turn7'(Suzuki 1973, p.73).

One of my worries when I was a child was that I worrld hem the voice of Gad
7iW He might reveal himself in plain view to such an extent that I could no longer ignore
him. I felt that

if that h q p n e d

I would how to dkdicate my entire life to him. I

remembered praying to him ''ifyou must reveal yourself then do so, but I wouid rather

you didh 't". I did
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want to be a prophet; I wunted to be ab/e to sin in the comfort of

the ambiguous mi@e r o d

Giui never did speak to me, even when I asked him direct questions. So I &ci&d
to speak to myse/j in hope that he might encourage the right words. I began to ask
questtons about the world and then tried to answer them. Although I never heard the
voice of Gai, through my questions, and @er many yews, I encountered what I h i
feared originoZy: pure and idiqmtable p m f which forced me into a porh. 7 h t prmf
was not of G d , but sinrply the poss~~biIities
of the world Whot I understand now is that it

is possi-ble oust about whatever *'it" might be), and now I mud act upon it.
The old comfort taken in knowing that we are helpless and incapable is gone. The
light flighty dream becomes heavy with possibility! This weight hangs on a traveler; it
pesters him until he moves to action and begins to materialize it.
Of course it is impossible to 'address' all of our dreams through action. Due to
our human condition, we are limited in time, and so we must chose a limited number of

dreams. Every traveler has encountered the edgy feeling of giving up an opportunity
because he has 'chosen' something better (or different). This understanding is not always
easy to accept; it pesters the traveler; it is the nagging voice of the 'other' choice which

can only be calmed with the knowledge that 'at least I chose.'

The Sting of Modern Day Eybris
In our day-to-day language, hybris (the act of transgressing our social role
or place in society) is evoked through statements like 'He pushed his luck.' 'You're
asking for too much' and 'Life isn't like that.' The passive senex threatens to punish the
Puer's act of hybris with the cynical 'wait till you hit the real world, kid.' When a person
decides to sail away, we do not feel insulted ourselves but we do feel that something else
has been 'upset'.
This was the ''sting" thor I felt when I listened to Peter's or@iml k r i p t i o n of
his d i n g vopges. It was similar to the reaction that Helen's firend exhibited at the
reunion barbewe: it felt Wrong' in some way. Yet the reason for it being wrong could
not be pinpointed Perkps it was irrepnsible, perhips it was imposs~~ble,
mdperhrps
it was simp& an ins& to what I had assumed could be 'in store for me ' and good enough
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for a nonndperson 's life. No matter what it was, Peter had done what I felt he could
not, should not, have done, for an mpec~@ed
reason. W k t lingered war a feeling thot
this could not be it. Thaf something had to happen as a result of his brash actions.
Yet there M *tbeen one. Peter had sailed successjl'y for a total of ten yews,

had raised afmily* und kptfinmciuiiy secure. During his entire description of his lge*I
was waiting for a disaster, or some other form of repercussion. I was waiting for a
nemesis.
To throw the expression back at the senile senex, this however, was the real
world More precisely, it was Peter's world

-

a world that hod been planned, thought

out, ond initiatedfiom a Puer &ern. It had seen some 'disasters*, but they had been
actively resolved Ir was a 'real' world outside of the 'mnnal*b u u ~ e s .

The Greek View of Traveling
It may perhaps, be hard to believe that keeping within boundaries was encouraged
by the Greeks when a character such as Odysseus is glorified as he roams for so many
years. Yet Odysseus was an unwilling traveler and was forced to travel because of his
transgressions.

In the Iliad, Odysseus like Achilles, travels across the "shadowy

mountains and angry sea" to "grati@" Agamemnon and avenge the hybris imposed by
Hector (Rieu 1950, p.27). Had he not made the journey, Odysseus would have stepped
out of his character as a loyal servant to Agarnemnon, and as a Heroic Figure. In other
words, Odysseus was fated to wander. Homer's use of adjectives like "'shadowy" and
"angry" give us a hint to the Greek perception of foreign lands; Odysseus was definitely
not planning a Cancun cruise! In the Iliad, travel is not exploration, but a crossing, or
better put in our own modern terms: a dangerous commute!

Loosing What We Have

So far, we can state that the Greek mind considered it unwise to 'step outside of
one's character', or to 'tempt one's fate'. To this understanding, Gilbert Murray adds that
Hybris can result fkom simply "being too well off' (Murray, G. 1907, p.265). Fisher also
supports this extension, explaining that Hybris "may even be no more than the possession
of great good fortune, which in itself offends the gods" (Fisher 1992, p.33). Thus a
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successll person who has had many fortunes, may be worried that he will be punished
for having a Life that is 'too good'.
For the person considering a life of travel, nemesis can lie in simply losing what
he has worked for so fat. This 'progress', whether it be a pay grid, a promotion, or
sometimes as small as a paid membership to a club, can keep him from searching.
Lenora, an international school teacher in Istanbul considered this issue.

"But whut about your job?" was thefirst thingpeople asked me when I said that I
was leaving my sclrod board, back home. "But you'll lose your place on the grid" was a

f d l i a r ring,as everyone hew that ail the years of siowlj rising tp the pay scale would
be lost. It was a major concern thof Rept me fiom going mmry years before ... actual&
back then it was the i&a rhar I needed 'experience' before an intermtoml school wmdd
hire me. It ended up that neither was necessarily true. I see first year teachers working ut
the internatioml schools, d wMe moving fiom country to camby [thus school to
schoo~
every three years or so, my salary is more than I could have ever had on a union
scale.
Thus, the fear of monetary Nemesis (of losing what we have gathered by leaving
our den) is often realized to be a Kafkaesque paranoia. We ofken wish to move, but
consider our jobs, and more intrinsically, our occupations, to prohibit the lifestyle. Yet as
we survey travelers, we find them occupying just about every position possible: doctors,
lawyers, teachers, visual designers, hair stylists, journalists, theater stage designers,
laborers, child care workers, and even academics!
It would be absurd to argue that all occupations lend themselves to changing
one's lifestyle and dreams. After some consideration, it seems equally absurd to think
that most occupations are rigidly opposed to such tasks. It does seem to take serious
consideration though, for at an initial glance, the task seems incomprehensible. As the
Lenora mentioned,

"I never knew thor you could work attsia'e of the province. L i k a doctor, I was
certitted for that one mea, und if1 wanted to teach anywhere else I would have to go

back to school ...now I know that's not m e .

"

This knowledge of adjusting an occupation does not need to be an aftexthought, or
a product of vast experience in the business. Rather, it is a thing that once understood,
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seems to have b a n sitting in front of us all along. As Lemra continued "It tooA me

eightyems to h u v ~
enuugh courage to searchfor ra alternative to the system, then it took
two phone calls to get the answer of how to rlo it ... I would huve newr guessed " Or, as a
plumbing business owner - turned traveler said, "mostpeople pkm their iije motmi their

work; the bicik is to p h your work moMdyour i#ie

. . .you need to skwt oflwith t k

assumption thot you're h i n g it, and thenfind the way."

Ntmesk The Greek Constant
As mentioned before, Hybris is almost always punished swiftly and effectively. In
fact, most of the time, Hybris becomes an attempt, since the transgression fails before it
can be committed. For example in his Hymn to Derneter, Homer describes how the
Goddess raised the mortal infant son of Metaneira, making him strong by secretly bathing

him in immortal fire. Again, however, the boundaries of mortals are afkned, when
Metaneira's "foolish thoughts" spoils the opportunity and angers Derneter. Homer writes
"She Demeter] would have made him ageless and immortal, if fair-girded Metaneira,

thinking foolish thoughts and keeping watch by night from her bgrant chamber, had not
seen her" (Athanassakis 1976, p. 8).

Since in Homer's writing, Moira was a force, the punishment (Nemesis) of a
person's Hybris was left either to the Gods, or simply to the plot. This is not to say that
Moira was not powerfbl or that Hybris was unexamined. On the contrary, Peter Twhey
claims that Hybris may be the main theme of Homer's two epic poems (Toohey 1992,
p.8). Gilbert Murray supports this idea, and writes "Most of the Homeric words of
disapproval mean something like 'excess' or 'going too far', and imply that there are
points where a man should check himself (Murray, G. 1907, p. 265).
Once Moira was personalized in post-Homeric works, Nemesis could be inflicted

by the Fates themselves. In Theogony 220, Hesiod gives the Fates a vengeful character
explaining that they "pursue the transgressions of men and of gods" (Brown 1953, p.59).

These are "wrathfbl" Fates, whom mortals fear and avoid.
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CEEATING FATE
For the most part, Classical authors depict Fate as inflexible and unforgiving. As
William Greene points out, the Greeks were encouraged to " 'Excess in nothing'; 'think
only human thoughts'. .. tempt not the Gods or Fate; the quiet, obscure life is the safest
and the happiest" (Greene 1963, p.20).
This warning did not stop mortals fiom 'tempting' fate both in small and grand
circumstances. So much so,that in literature, Hybris was considered to be the '?typical sin
condemned by early Greece" (Murray, G. 1907, p.265). In this section, we will examine
some of the most 'epic7 attempts at such transgressions, their outcomes, and the main
moral derived from these stories in respect to Hybris.
Death
As mentioned before, Death is the ultimate boundary set by Fate. It distinguishes

Gods fiom Mortals, and dooms the latter to a final day. The goddess Athene, confirms
this, stating "Death is certain, and when a man's fate woira] has come,not even the gods

can save him" (Otto 1983, p.264). Therefore, the ultimate Hybris committed by a mortal
has to be the challenge to death itself. Classical authors use this highest form of Hybris as
a commentary on other less audacious forms of transgression.
It should be noted that many Greek heroes are aware of their individual fates and
passively accept them without challenge. Achilles, for example, understands that he is the
"single son doomed to untimely death" and has resigned to accept his sentence (Rieu
1950, p.45 1). Likewise, Homer praises Odysseus for his tolerance to gracefilly withstand
his fated suffering.
Croscsus

What about those who do 'tempt fate'? In Chapters 37 - 43 of Herodotus'
Histories, Crosesus tries to protect his son from succumbing to his prophesized fate that
he is "doomed to die young, pierced by an iron weapon." He shelters the boy and hopes
that "by any means I may cheat fate of thee ms son] during my own lifetime"
(Rawlinson 1910, p. 19). Crosesus is not trying to make his son immortal; he simply
wants to extend the boy's life. Never the less, the young Atys goes hunting after he
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explains to his father that since he is not going into battle, he cannot be killed by a

spear. In the story, Herodotus examines how caution and intellect try to 'out-wit Fate.'
The author continues the story and lays down the moral to such an attempt, stating "The
hunters, drawing round [a boar] in a circle, hurled their weapons at him. Then ...
[Arastus] also hurled his spear at the boar, but missed his aim,and struck Atys [the son]"
(Rawlingson 1910, p. 20). Thus, Hemdotus quickly wipes any hope of extension or
transgression.
Orpbcus

When faced with the death of Eurydice, his newly wedded wife, Orpheus decides
to do the unthinkable and descend into the underworld. He pleads with Hades and argues,
through song, to let him take his wife back. Orpheus argues that 'we all are destined to
you w e s ] , and sooner or later must pass to your domain. She [Eurydice] too, when she
shall have filled her term of life, will rightly be yours. But till then grant her to me, I
beseech you." (Bul finch 1947, p. 186). Again, the Hybris is not an attempt at Immortality,
but simply a reversal and postponement of death. Orpheus, cleverly uses wit (his
argument) with emotion (his music) to finally convince Hades to let Eurydice fiee. The
irreproachable theme of Hybris is again maintained when just before Orpheus reaches
daylight, he breaks Hades' only condition, and looks back to ensure that Eurydice has
followed him. He sees her, but it is his last sight of her, as she is whisked back to the
underworld, forever!
This is a clever enforcement (Nemesis) of boundaries, as it seems to be placed not
in an external Moira such as a force or a goddess, but in an internal Moira of basic human

nature. It was Orpheus' impatient glance that broke his agreement with Hades. It seems to
suggest that our own human nature keeps us in check, and even without the supervision
of greater force, we will fall on our own account. Through this perspective, Nemesis is
less a punishment, and more of an intrinsic (and in this case negative) outcome of a brash
action. Thus the negative outcome is intimately cowected t o the action. Nemesis is the
shadow of Hybris; it cannot help but follow its originator.

The Babylonian Epic of Gilgamesh is a poignant example of this self regulating
nature. This four thousand year old epic (Mason 1972, p. 98) follows King Gilgamesh
through a series of transgressions that each bear the quick vengeance of Nemesis. First,
Gilgamesh is alienated by his community for overstepping his power as King of
Uruk(Ibid p. IS), and then Gilgamesh loses his Wend Enkidu because he dares to insult
the Goddess lshtar (Ibid p. 50). In his temper, he breaks the sacred stones that would have
shown him the way to the original flood narrative character of Utnapishtim (Ibid p.66).
After all his searching, Gilgarnesh's only test is to stay awake with Utnapishtim, who is
willing to give him immortality; Gilgamesh fails and sleeps for seven days (Ibid p.82).
He is given a final chance and finds the flower of immortality, only to carelessly have it
eaten by a serpent @bid p.86).

It seems that both Grwk and Babylonian authors seem to relish in giving their
audience hope and at the last moment, ripping it away. Perhaps the Greek audience did
not feel hope during these moments, but rather felt a kind of tension. This tension is the
result of a challenge to the known order of things. Perhaps the certain knowledge of
death, and other basic assumptions, gives humanity a sense of security. The breaking of
this security creates stress. The stress is due to a sudden expectancy of change, or at least

a sudden uncertainty.
If we are certain that we cannot transgress a boundary, then we do not need to test
it. We are secure in the sure knowledge of our boundaries and limitations. If on the other
hand, these boundaries become uncertain (if we are given hope that there is a chance of
surpassing them), then we are forced to consider action - which causes stress.
This stress (the knowledge that the boundaries are actually soft and pliable) is the
traveler's secret! It is what he has learned. He knows what is on the other side, or more
importantly, he knows that there is another side, and he knows that it is reachable!

-

PART II R O W FORTUNA AND THE MODERN OPPORTUNIST
It is important to note that the Greek concept of Moira is not an isolated incident.
As seen with the Epic of Gilgamesh, the boundaries were set well before Homer's epics.
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Likewise,the image continued into Roman and European tales. Predestined Fate was
also accompanied by other forms and developments. One of these was the Roman

goddess of luck and chance, Fortuna.

The Roman Fortuna
Fortuna developed in the same pattern as Moira and as Fortuna's Greek

predecessor, the goddess Tyche (Hornblower 1996, p.720). The goddess was fist
benevolent, and assisted farmers with their crops and good fortune (Axtel 1907, p. 9-10).
As the Roman empire grew, Fortuna adopted more of the Greek concept of luck (Carter

1906, p. 52), and quickly became impulsive, capricious, and unpredictable. As Sallust

writes "But beyond question, Fortune holds sway everywhere. It is she that makes all
events famous or obscure according to her caprice rather than in accordance with the

truth"(Rolphe 193 1, p. 15).
The Modem Fortuna
Unlike Fate, who dictates who we are fiom birth, Fortuna represents the daily

luck or misfortune that we perceive as occurring in our lives. Fortune stands behind the
stories of supermodels who are 'discovered' by magazine agents at a mall one Saturday
afternoon. It is evoked in comments like "oh you're so lucky to get such a great job
(lifestyle, partner, etc.)" It is also the agent responsible for why we 'missed out' on an
opportunity or why a plan just 'fell apart'.
As the well-experienced Ovid points out, luck8 "wanders with steps that are

aimless, abiding in no fixed place, constant in none of her haunts. Now she beams gaily
at us, now puts on a somber deportment. She is steadfast in nothing except her
unchanging fickleness." (Lind 1975, p. 136).
The modern Fortuna stands behind the Bre-X scandals, social Chaos theories,
outbreaks of disease, fallen heroes, tragic crashes, bankrupt banks, and mocks us as she
"snatches the crown fiom one head and delights to lay it on another" (West 1995, p. 163).
8

Although some versions of the text use .theword "Fate" it is clear in context that the author is addressing
the goddess of luck r a t .than destiny. Howard Patch address this issue which occurs throughout classic
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These stories teach us that we cannot predict our outwmes, and what seems like a sure
thing can change to disaster overnight.

Our concern, however, is not that a superman can fall off his horse and
undeservedly break his neck, just as our concern is not that a Roman emperor can find
himself ambushed by his own wife and her lover (West 1995, p. 190). Rather, our interest
lies in how these epic stories affect our day-to-day lives. If our great idols cannot control
the whims of circumstance,what does that say to us? Ifa man like Donald Trump can fall
to pieces like a deck of cards, what does it say to a regular person who is starting a small
business? Also, how do these stories affect our perceptions of the small day-to-day
events? If those with great power and control are still at the hands of change and turmoil,
what position can the middle class individual find herself in?
The Lucky Travelers
It is also easy to see how the perception of luck can be enforced by the travelers'
stories themselves. For in them, we find accidental encounters of the greatest proportions.
We hear of a traveler who, within a week of arriving in a country,meets the president of
a large oil company while taking a walk in the park, or while strolling along a pier meets
the skipper's mate of a tallship and gets a free ride across the Pacific. What we often do
not hear (or sometimes recognize) is that behind these quick moments of opportunity are
countless hours of searching, waiting, and planning.
Never the less, the consistent nature of a traveler's 'good luck' seems to be more
than an exemplary show of protestant work ethic. Things seem to work out somehow, and
quite consistently as well! When asked to articulate, travelers like Daniel speak
enigmatically about "watching the universe unfold" or "staying open to things that pass
by." Is this not the passive attitude for the coming of Fortuna? If it is, then it can only be
a surface view. Far from passive, the traveler may sometimes wait, but it seems to be an
active waiting: a 'watching for' something. Perhaps that something is opportunity.

----

-

stories, and concludes tbat the incomncies are d c e based, while the underlying attriiutes are kept
distinct (Patch 1922 p. 145- 149).
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Reconsidering a 'Lucky Chance'
We might better understand the traveler's view of 'opportunity', if we look closer

at a 'lucky' moment, such as what happened to Johan (a seasoned traveler but self
proclaimed "land lubber") who, while walking along a pier one day, hitched a ride on a
tallship.

As the skipper's mate commented "we hod been moored for a f m rlays in a
touristy harbor, so I w a s used to artwering little m a questions and then watching the
people look impressed and walk away. WithJohan it was dflerent, the questions weren't
trivial; they were personal- He wanted to talk rather t h get information. AAfl the
tpical minute or two, where most people pause and sqy "Well t h k you", he shook my
hand and soid

"lo))

J o h and we continued talking.
"

As a non-sailor, J o h h i t s that he wam't looking to get o riak on the ship.
and he would have never guessed thar it might be so accessible, but he also &its

that

'I've learned to listen to people 's
his talk with the skipper's mate had been intenti~ml~

stories ... I want to know how they live their lives. It strikes me how people can pars by so
many things in lije w i t h ever reah'y looking at them. '
Was Johan simply lucky to meet the skipper's mate? W h y was it him and not the
other dozens of people who encountered the crew of the ship? W h y is it that some of us
perpetually 'wait' for an opportunity to come t o us, while others like Johan seem to

'chance' upon them 'consistently' (as Daniel would put)? Johan points to looking for and
recognizing, opportunity. He also addresses the immediate barriers that we evoke in our
minds:

"You immediate& think to yourself 'Well whot about work, d the soccer team.
and who do I think I am to think I'm a sailor or something.

.'

m t ' s when you have to

stop for a moment, take a breath, and consider the idea on its own without all of those

immediate blocks, d then one by one bring then, up and honestly consider how you
mjght

dt'st,

alter, or omif them. It's extraoralimry to see whar actual& becomes

possible when you allow yourself to honestly condder itfor a while.

"

A well known proverb states that luck is when preparation meets opportunity.

What it does not say is how, and where, to meet that opportunity. Also, we might still
assume is that an opportunity will a) come at its own time and b) it will be self evident.
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This can still allow us to consider opportunity as a form of luck: some get it while
others do not.

Perhaps, though, opportunity does not come at its own time, and perhaps it is not
self evident, but instead it must be 'recognized'. A traveler once commented " Y m never
hove to wait for opportunity; ft is alrearj, here. Does this mean that any opportunity is
"

always available? Perhaps we need to let go of the concept of "an" opportunity, for it
implies that we know exactly what we are looking for and in what form it will arrive.
Perhaps by straining to find a preconceived answer we fjlil to recognize the real
opportunities that are all around us. ''We are like 'those who die of hunger while sitting
beside the rice bag', or rather like 'those who die of thirst while standing thoroughly
drenched in the midst of the river"' ( S d 1973, p. 73).
Hillman speaks of the opportunist as "having no fixed position, no sense of being
at the center,

De]

keeps his eye on the door, the thresholds where transiencies pass"

(Hillman 1979%p. 156). Here again we find the need to stay flexible and mobile in order
to see perspectives, for "an opportunity requires a cold-snake sense that we call intuition
which reveals the daimon of a situation. The daimon of a place in antiquity supposedly
revealed what the place was good for" (IIillman 1979a p. 161).
Could this be what the skipper's mate noticed in Johan? Could Johan have been
searching for the daimon of the ship: for the "purpose" of the ship in relation to his life?
Could Johan's way of stumbling onto opportunities be the antidote of the Gadarnerian
'Kitsch' traveler that we encountered in the introduction?
It is important to notice that the "stumbling7' was not physical in the sense that
Johan did not encounter something extraordinary. Physically, Johan saw the same ship
and same skipper's mate as many other people (the ordinary world). It is how he saw
(what he saw in it) and how he approached the people that made him different (extraordinary perspective). He treated the ship as a personal opportunity to understand
something new rather than an entertainment venue o r an information kiosk.

Distinction Between Curiosity and Greed
To remind us, the Kitsch traveler is the traveler who overlooks her environment in

an effort to 'stay on track' and 'get there.' The kitsch traveler looks only for the things
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she knows and expects, and often misses what she needs because it does not fit one of

her recognizable templates (Warner 1986%p. 52). This brings us to the greed of taking:
whether it be pictures of the natives, cards of the businessmen, stories for the retelling, or
opportunities for self-promotion. Searching for the daimon of a place, simply for
'acquisition purposes' narrows our perspective to a single minded and blind narcissism.

Thus many find it ironic how

so little emerges fiom 'networking wnfcrences' in the

business world. As one executive/traveler mentioned "somany times I've walked out of
these places where everyone is so fiantic to get the next person 's card and hamhhake
that they never stop to com-&r or leam something. . . most of the real contacts I've met
ended up being encounters with people outsid? of the conference hildinp, when no one
is looking to get something out of you. "

PART N - RECONSIDERlNG TEtE BOUNDARIES
ADDRESSING T E E CONFRONTATION

It seems that the two sets of narratives (classics and travelers) stand in opposition
to each other. The older caution and contain, while the young challenge and transgress.
But do they necessarily have to? Do we have to have leave them pitted against each
other? Is there anything we can do to negotiate between the two sides, not so that we
might simply find a resolution between the two opinions, but rather so that each opinion
is affected by the other. This is what we had intended at the beginning. Now, that both
sides have had their oratory time and claimed their stances, we can review each one and
allow ourselves to explore deeper within each one.

Reconsidering the Classics
We will first reconsider the classics. Does modem fate (genetics, social
upbringng, and other forces outside of our control) affect who we are or what we do? It
would seem so. Rather than argue if it affects us, might we consider what we should do
about it. If we recall the ancient narratives, we will most likely find Sophocles' version
of Oedipus, answer with the tragedy's last three lines: "Seek not to have your way in all
things: Where you had your way before, your mastery broke before the end" (Kitto 1962,
p.97). Perhaps, though, Oedipus is too obvious a source. If there is one thing that we
might learn fiom the traveler then it would be to always look for an alternate process and
listen to more than one source. We might have to ask ourselves why we went to Oedipus

in the first place?
Thus rather than going to Father Oedipus, it might be interesting to turn to the less
mentioned Mother illthaeag (Ovid), who upon hearing from the three Fates that her new
born (Meleager) would only live as long as a log currently burning in the hearth, 'cheated
fate' "and at once snatched the burning brand away and quenched the flame. The brand,

The queen of Calydon, ber name varies in spelling and includes Aithaia and Althea
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for years concealed in deepest secrecy, had been kept safe and kept the lad's life safe"
(Melville 1986, p. 185) (see also B d h c h 1947, p. 138).
Althaea' s action exemplifies the traveler's

method.

It is 'sneaky',

contemptuously simple, and demands that we change our perspective. It requires us to
'face the facts' and 'deal with it', but not in the senex form that we are so used to. The
familiar senex form implies that we 'suffer through it' or 'take it.' Thus we do not
actually face our fate, but immediately bow our heads and assume its weight. Althaea's
implication forces us to really consider what we are up against - to analyze the forces that
aff-

us. Althea turns a helpless prediction of doom into a guarantee of her son's

longevity and heroism. She physically holds her family's fate and controls it to the end
(Melville 1986, p. 185).
This consideration of boundaries is the work of the Greek god of opportunity,
Kairos. Kairos teaches the traveler to look for "an opening in the web of fate7' (Hillman
1979% p. 153). Like Althaea, Kairos teaches the traveler that "every wall and every
weave presents its opening. Everything is porous" (Ibid p.156) and "no situation ever
becomes 'wrong' or 'impossible.' There is always a way, or a way out" (Ibid p. 160).
There are other stories in classical literature that allow mortals to break Fate's
boundaries. Herakles for example, wrestles Death to the ground and frees Queen
Alkestis (Alcestis) from her contract with the ~ a t e s "(Bulfinch 1947 p. 181). In earlier
accounts, it is Admentus, her husband, who transgresses this mortal boundary
(Fontenrose 1959, p. 324). Other heroes who combat and win against Death are Sisyphus
(Kahn-Lyotard & Loraux 1991, p.406), Euthyrnos (Fontenrose 1959, p. 324), Theseus
(Ibid p. 265), and Busiris (Ibid p.334).

Out of these narratives, the story of Sisyphus is most intriguing to our topic. In
order to prolong his life, Sisyphus tricks death, twice! First he chains Death (Thenatos)
by his hand and foot, and then in a trick befitting Odysseus, Sisyphus tells his wife not to
give him his funeral honors. This forces Hades (god of the dead) to let him go back to
earth and scold his wife. Sisyphus goes back and never returns until he dies of natural

causes at a ripe old age (Kahn-Lyotard & Loraw 1991, p.406)!

lo

Alkestis offered her own life on behalf of her husband's, so that he might muperate from sickness.
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Thus, in a brilliant use of Pwr cunning, Sisyphus manipulates Hades' senex
structure to escape the fate imposed by that very same structure. Like Odysseus, Althaea,
and Daedelus Sisyphus is akin to the traveler because he uses his wit rather than brute
strength or power".
The Obsession with Icharus and His Forgotten Father.
Not all stories either encourage (or at least allow) o r condemn transgression of

personal or human boundaries; some leave the judgment up to us. Over the centuries, we,

as a society, have come to an interpretive consensus by stressing certain parts of the
narrative more than others.
The story of Icarus is an example of this selective focus, and is still told to
children in an effort to curb their dangerous flights. What is interesting about this

narrative is that we only remember Icarus' tragic end. We remember that he flew too high
and thus fell to his death. The passive senex warns us that we should not tempt our nature
but rather accept our earth bound destiny. Yet the fact remains that Iuuus performed
what only gods and birds could do: he flew (Melvielle 1986 p. 176- 178)!
What is even more interesting is that we have focused on Icarus rather than his
father, Daedalus. It was Daedalus who invented and built the wings. It was he who
dreamt of flying and understood how to do it successfi~lly.When we look at the story
through this new perspective, we learn of a man who is faced with a 'self-imprisoned'
life", and realizes that he cannot escape it through the normal maze. Thus he thinks 'out

of the box' and decides to do the unimaginable. As soon as he leaves the normal way of
thinking (should I turn lefk, right, or go straight), and decides to fly up, he can see his
previous life through a new perspective. He can see how simple it was to leave, and at the
same time how ridiculously complex his previous environment had been. The story of
11

For the Greeks, however, Sisyphus' action needed to be punished Thus, when he eventually died at the
end of his long life, the gods of the underworld gave him his famous penalty: pushing a bolder up a hill for
eternity!
l2 Daedalus was imprisoned by King Minos, who had originally coormissioned Daedelus to create the
Labyrinth to imprison t
kMinotaur- Versions of the story have Daedalus i r n m n e d with his son,either in
the Labyrinth itself (Murray, AS. 1960,p.276)or on the island of Crete with the king's army guarding the
land aad sea (Musgrove 2000,p. 168). Wben faced with the imprisonment Daedelus begins to brainstorm
"'Though land and sea' he thought, 'The king may bar to me,at least the sky is open'" (Melvielle 1986, p.
176-177).
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Daedalus is a story of a man who was dissatisfied with his environment and changed it

through incredible insight13.
It also is inaccurate to reverse the popular moral, and praise Icaruq which is what

many modem artists and commentators have done. Anne Sexton's puerile remark "Who
cares that he fell back to the sea? / See him acclaiming the sun and come plunging down

/while his sensible daddy goes straight into town" (Sexton 1981, p.53) exhibits this type
of romantic reaction. Sexton glorifies the idea of a tortured artist. She, like the senex

reader, has ignored Daedalus's workmanship and remarkable accomplishment. She
unwittingly has succumbed to the same notion that true and constant flight is impossible
and that tragedy MUST be the final scene of any transgressive figure.
Thus both the passive senex and the flighty puer highlight Icharus. Both find truth
in him, because both need to validate their boundaries and fbilures. The passive senex
affirms that pushing limits makes you fall and the flighty puer affirms its tragic life with
the same story.
No one seems to be left to watch the horizon as Daedalus continues to fly and live
out an incredible dream. No one, except perhaps, o w of the Senex farmers who stops and
looks up corn his world of earth, or a Puer child who looks away f?om the excited
tragedy of a drowning boy and considers how that boy actually flew in the first place. It is

these people who might recognize Daeclalus as their teacher.

Why Do W e Remember Oedipus Rather Than Althaea?
So why did we not stumble across these people until now? Why where we

approached by Oedipus and not by Althaea? W h y is the story of Orpheus more prominent

than the story of Admentus? W h y is it that we ss a society enjoy reading books like Into
Thin Air or The Godforsaken S q which detail the tragedies of extreme sports? W h y do
we gorge ourselves on the misery of movie stars but are uninterested in the ones who

have happy relationships?

DaeskIus was not tbe only mortal to master flight Pmeus wore winged sandals &om Merctq, which
gave him flight (Bulfinch 1947, p. 116). Wbat kinders IhedeIus to the -1er
is that his fight was not a
'gift' or 'blessing', but rather a product of his own resaurcefulness and creativity.
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Did these stories choose us or do we choose them? Does the possessive
mother/dcmheering father come to us, or do we in some way saunter back to them for
ampmishment? Ttds question is obviously too large to be handled here, nor does it have
to be answered fmit to help us on our way. The simple recognition that we can read these
-

sources diffkrently, or that we can go to other sources altogether, might lead us to a new

idea of life. By leaving the question open, we stop demonizing the other side, and thus,
we may be able to learn &om it.

In regard to the classics, we have not completed this reconsideration. So far, we have
simply gone to other parts ofthe classics to find the answers we wanted. This has allowed
us to grow confident that the entire classic canon is not against us, and that we have
support fiom certain narratives. To leave it as such, would be to continually navigate

-

through a sea of politics skipping and ignoring ideas and stories that 'do not like us'.
Our confiontation against the common classical stories of Moira was necessary to break

out, but now we need to go back to them as an adult goes back to her parents and learns
to listen to their stories anew.

RECONSIDERING THJC BOUNDARIES
It may be good to go back to Daniel's comment about "watch[zng] the universe

unfoliing. " It is a strange wmment, as it somehow implies both passivity and action. It
gives us the idea that the universe and happenings within it "Unfold" as if they were
wntro1led by a greater force. Yet why would we bother katching for" the event if we
were not able to navigate it? Why would Daniel, someone we know as a person who
takes opportunity into his hands, have uttered such a remark? In the Fortuna section, we
discussed Daniel's wmment in relation to opportunity and saw that, though at first glance
Daniel and other travelers appear passive to opportunity, they are in fact always aware of
it and attempt to recognize and cultivate it.
Yet there seems to be more to the statement and Daniel's attitude to the world.

He, and many other travelers, seems at times to "let things happen." He acknowledges a
greater force while implying the possibility of fiee action. Gadamer finds the same
seeming contradiction of ideas within the Homeric Epics. Upon further consideration, he
reconsiders and decides that "when a character makes his decision and Athena also
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inspires him to it, that does not imply two contradictory claims of which one can be
true, so that either the hero makes the decision or the decision is inspired by Athena. On
the contrary we have one and the same event seen fiom different perspectives" (Gadamer
1986b p. 78).
Gadamer challenges the binary empiricism of truth, in favor of allowing the two
statements to stand together, and occur simultaneously. It is interesting to note that in the
same section, Gadamer equates Homeric Fate with the German idea of "substance".
Substance is tradition or the "spirit of a peopley' which affects, guides, and supports the
individual. In other words, substance (fate) is society. Thus Gadamer sets free agency and
social conditioning together as part of the same thing.

What if we extend Gadamer's idea, so that we consider the traveler's free will and
Moira's constant grip, not as simply coexisting but mutually dependent. Therefore our
interpretation of Gadamer would not have the two separate and relativist views sit quietly
beside each other and 'allow' the other to exist in the same conversation (as long as they
did not challenge or say anything about each other), but rather revaluate their relationship
to one another as something other than oppositional.
Perhaps then, the traveler is able to fly, not despite the boundaries, but because of
them. We may need to review our boundaries, not as an opposition to the traveler, but as

a necessary character of the traveler. As Kant wrote "The light dove, cleaving the air in
her fiee flighf dfeding its resistance, might imagine that its flight would be still easier
in empty space" (Kant 1961, p.47).
We will devote this section to precisely this: the consideration of how Moira is
necessary to the traveler, and how in some instances, certain boundaries might remain
untransgressable, and how they might lend crucial support to the traveler's flight.

We

should consider this path, not as a defeat or contradiction to our previous discussions and
actions but as a continuation of those initials steps. For like Kant's dove, we must first
know how to fly in order to be in the position to ask this question. Thus our conversation

turns from 'is flight possible and what hinders it?' to 'what hindrances of flight were
necessary for flight to occur?'

LiteraJ Death

So far along our analysis, we have interpreted the narrative of surpassing death as
a metaphor for smaller transgressions. Thus a peasant, who listens to the story of a great
king's failure to become a god, recognizes the same boundary for his own dream to
become a land owner. Perhaps now is a good time to consider death in the literal sense,
and to consider how this ever-present knowledge of our finitude affects us.
Carl Yung reported death to be the greatest terror in the psyches of his middle
aged patients (Smith 1991 p. 101). Whether we react to it with fear, anger, passion, or

indifference, death seems to be a uniting condition of human experience as well as the
key characteristic that separates mortals from gods. Bearing the latter differentiation in
mind, we may need to explore its relationship.
Death brings a sense of limited time to the human understanding of an
individual's life and aspirations. It humbles tbe most triumphant, and silences their
dreams, hopes, and endeavors. Gilgamesh is driven by this recognition. He faces the loss
of his companion, Enkidu, and understands that his final day will soon come (Mason
1972).

Time and Immortality

This sense of limited time is foreign to the gods, who, for the most part, are
immortal. Utnapishtirn is Gilagmesh' s immortal counterpart in that he has attained what
Gilgamesh cannot. Ironically, time has little meaning to Utnapishtim, who watches over
Gilgamesh in hstration as the hero sleeps. As both types of Senex figure, Utnapishtim is
wise, but he is melancholic. He understands but does very little. He is forever alive, yet
he is separated from others by the sea of death. Utnapishtim's only achievement comes
fiom the time before his i m r n ~ r t a l i t ~It' ~is. a response to a coming doom, where time is
short and he must act quickly. Now, that time is endless, he sits with his immortal wife,

and looks out with a melancholy daze fkom the shores of a distant isle.
l4 The Predecessor of Noah, Utnapishtim is the Babylonian aood figure. After he builds an ark and saves
two of each species, the gods take pity on his sorrow and make him and his wife immortal (Tigay 1982,
p.214-240).
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More than a thousand years later, we find the Greek hero, Odysseus, in exactly
the same situation. He is offered immortality and the eternal beauty of the goddess
Calypso, yet like Utnapishtim, he finds this new perspective tiresome. The cunning
Odysseus finds himself lost in a secure and somehow dull world15.
What is it about immortality that makes our heroes act like retired pensioners?
After all of his many deeds, the mighty Herakles is made immortal and set into the stars,
only to twinkle and retell stories of his mortal times (Bullfinch 1947, pp. 143-149). Time
has always been treated as a precious commodity, but when it becomes devalued our

lives seem to grow idle and hollow.
The gods have all the time in the world, and yet most of their accomplishments
occurred at the beginning: creating worlds with rules and boundaries. Now they bicker
amongst themselves and watch the strife of mortals. They live lives of leisure, but they do
not learn anything; the gods maintain.
Perhaps then, Death is the great motivator. By giving us limits in time, we are
forced to act now, and act wisely. We must act now, because we do not know when our
last day will come.We must act wisely for we do not have enough time to try all of our
options.

It happened that by my first year of university. I attended three finerais of
p i e d ' my age. who had died in d e n accidents. Entering eachfuneral service, I was
filled with sadness. At the end of each service there would be galherings of people who
came fiomfor md near. Some gatherings were preset. while others were i n f o d gettogethers of a few firertds, whether at a park playing ball or at restaurant talkng about
chocolate. m i s was the issue for me: even a f m hours afier the service, people would
gather at "Muxies" and tell joke$ complhr'n about getting fat porn the chocolate
browries. and in general, go on living the same lives. Within a few hours, things would
be the same as usual. Our fiend was gone, and though we wmId remember and miss
her, we went on our way.

For me however, I f ? ttra I could not simp& go on in the smne wqy. I had the
typical reflections-the immediate shattering of all my fiend's fuhre hopes mtd &ems;
IS Eventually Odysseus chooses to leave and resume hisjourney home: a journey where time is
cnrcial, as he must return home before the suitors take his wife and land
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the inconsequential womes rmd stresss she hodjust before she died; and all of the
pussions she had been putting oajor a h e r t h e - a time thol never came. It ail serried
absurd
A f t r each rleah, Z wasjilIed with a passionute rage to continue - not in the
ot=&~

+-

stresses over f a content md h e assignments, but in the realization of genuine

&ems, of accontpiishing the things lhaz meant most to me. libis did not mean to livefor
the day; nor did it mean to liw for a tomorrow. If meant to live right; to five in the way
thar I hod meant to live rather than the way that wos easiest N meant making choices
rather t

hfollowing a path.

No longer pined against each other, the classic and trawler narratives begin to
speak of the same sorrow, and of the same passion to find more than the day-to-day. The
goals may be d-ent,

but the circumstances are identical. Both the epic narratives and

the travelers come to understand that they have a finite destiny, and are rallied to action
by its nonnegotiable stance. As another traveler mentioned "Ipicme myself a s an old

man, for@ yems fiom now, and I think about what I might re@

k i n g not done or

tried It's those things that 1go ufter."

Likewise Helen recognized that "we only have one c h c e at living, and
especially at raising our kids. We knew what public education hod to ofleer, but we d i h 't
know whor this might hm, m t lik. 1 think the iaka of Zlever knowing: made us want to
go even more.

19

Other Boundaries

Death (lack of time and eventual loss of self and loved ones) cannot be our only
form of 'usehl' boundary. It is simply the easiest and most dramatic to convey. Issues
such as security also increase the discrepancy between mortals and gods. The gods have

everything at their disposal; humans do not. The gods are capable of everything; we are
not. Yet again, the gods concentrate on petty feuds and tasks while the mortals struggle,
invent and transgress.
It seems that 'having it all' may somehow bind us. We might gain more insight by
going back to the "resourcefbl Odysseus", as he is often referred to by Homer. Had
Odysseus simply wanted Greene's "quiet obscure life" (Greene 1963, p.20), he would
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have stayed with Calypso. Apart fkom immortality, Calypso offered eternal bliss and
lack of strife. It seems though, through immortality and its lack of needs, that all of
Odysseus's honored characteristics become irrelevant. Why does Odysseus need to be
cunning and resourcefbl if he has everything at his disposal? What challenge could life's

puzzles be to someone who has gained omnipotence? Thus Odysseus continues his
journeyI6 and eventually comes back to his native home with all of its complications that
test his wit and cunning (Toohey 1992).
This i s not say that we should accept all complications, thinking that we will
always grow stronger by 'learning something' from a bad experience. This way of
thinking leads us to abusive relationships. Not all boundaries and complications are
therapeutic; on the contrary, many will simply embitter and weaken us. Like Odysseus,
the traveler must know when starting a relationship with a Cyclops will bring him sorrow

and deiay his journey. Thus, a traveler does not want to read the Odyssey as test of
endurance; it should not be the Greek equivalence of the Christian Book of Job.
Having It All
The traveler finds truth in recognizing moments when security Leads to
complacency. Jonathan and Barbara were professors specializing in International Law at
the University of British Columbia. Like Odysseus they found themselves enticed by the
steady and secwe shores ofWest Vancouver.

' A t the end of the ~ O S while
,
ourfiien& were getting laid offor worse, we both
had great jobs with great salmies, d unbelievably secure lives. For a few years, the
simple fact thaf we had "everything" kept us where we were. Afer a fov years, however.

we started to recognize that our secure jobs were actually keeping usfrom what we really
wmted to do. Ourjobs were too good to leave, md the biggest problem was thar we were
content. We hew that if we left, we w

d make less md work more. We h e w thor our

l6 Oddysseus continued after spending six years with Calypso. Though Homer attri'butes this to the will of
the gods, most travelers also report an initial incliaation to 'live in paradise' which may last for several
years before 'deeper' needs call them to explore the world for firrther meaning
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fire& would think we were mazy. but we also realized that this wam't our lve; it was

'-

'the' lijie - the lge hut others wanted We wanted something else. '"
Likewise, we learn the importance of crisis and lack of resource, as being a
necessary call to a change in perspective.

Ifinshed my accounting degree uzthe worst possible time. AA other generations
hadjobs waitingfor thenr. You sinpZyfilld out one form and the employers came to the
university to interview you and compete with the other companies thor wanted you as
well. m e n ifinshed however,you had to beg and scrap as a clerkfor yews before they
gnve you a decent wage.
N war because of this situation that I decided to look at aiten;~fives
to whot my
occupatiort normally offered Ifigured that since I W O U Z ~'t be getring paid very well
anyways, I might as well look for something thol really inferested me. So I started
organizing treks in the Rockies. Within a few years. I I a summer hiking and winter
backcountry skiing @t

that was making more money t

an accountant. Even better, I was out in the w

h I would have ever d

e as

d for weeks at a time!

We may now begin t o better understand some of the necessary relationships that

we encounter with our boundaries. We find ourselves strangely driven by our mortality,
and creatively opened by crisis and lack of ready opportunity. Like the Buddha, we find
that our human Moira awakens us to a greater need than the common answers to lifei8.

A Distinction
We have considered the two sets of narratives (classic and traveler) from a new
perspective, and resolved some of their oppositions. We have no& however, resolved
them so that we can claim that they 'agree' or that they 'point to the same thing'. The
Odyssey will still paint a picture of treacherous seas that need to be crossed, not as
adventure but as necessity to appease a king. In other words, it will still point to staying
life that initially they themseives thought they wanted. Better put: the Life that they had been brought
to believe that they should stxive for.
'Leading a sheltered and exclusive Lifc the Buddha was not driven to find enlightenment uotil his late
twenties, when on tbree consecutive days he enamtered for the first time, a poor man, a sick man, and
finally a dead corpse (Smith 1991, p.82-84)- 'l'hus the Buddha's quest was directly sparked by our common
boundaries. It should be noted, however, that the Buddhist answer to these conditions is different fiom what
many travelers subscribe to.
"A
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within a person's intended place. To F e n d that this is not an intrinsic value in the text

is to p u d y ignore that the sun can burn your skin.
Odysseus is not a modem 'yachtie'. Unlike the traveler, he does not want to
physically travel. He is not however, a simple senex 'home body' who does not want to
be 'troubled' by outside elements. He, like the traveler, is avious, and it is his curiosity
that forces him to wander for seven years, and also saves him from death before and

during those travels. In each other, the traveler and Odysseus recognize the same
curiosity, and the same "cunning" and "resourcefblness."

The Boundaries of an Alien and UnpredictabIe Environment,
"How", a non-traveler once asked, "could a sailor not believe in outside forces?
You can't tell me that they consider themselves to be in complete control when being
tossed about by theangry seas!"
This is a good point. When moving through varied environments (whether
physical, mental, or academic), a traveler cannot expect to be in complete control.
Perhaps then, we should explore how travelers cope with these moments.

"Whenever things sfart going weird Ijust sit dnvn...especially when things get
really hectic and people stcut hasling you... in the minidr of a bus terminal. an o curb,
againsia wall. artything -just sit h

n md watch things p s you byfor u moment. t w k

a r d and @er a fov minutes, when people start to ignore you, y o ~ rwill su&nfy see
another bus !hut they said was never going to come, or you see another traveler that
seems to Rnaw what he 's hing.

"

Sailing Helen also supported a necessary passivity.

"We organized the boar to the &lest

&tailL We read of1 of the books, we

brought supplies and resources for the Rids, we checked with every government
orgmirmion imagrgrnabIe,
but once we got out there we knew that there were many things
thrd we wou&ijwt haw to & tmQware and illpremed for.

"

Another traveler who has spent nine years working and living abroad said,

"You need to haw f4th t b things will turn out. You need to tak a plunge
sometimes without knowing where you'll surfcu:e. So many times I arrived at a city and
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d i h ' t kww how/where I wouldfind a place or a job, but things tum out? they ahvays

do. The key is taking that initial step... necessity will &ive you to do the rest. "

Does this mean that travelers have been passive to fate and luck all along? It
seems that in some way, travelers are indeed passive, but whether it is fate and luck that
they are passive to is up for discussion. Howard Patch may shed more light on what type

of person may 'give himself up' to the unknown. He writes,
A man's attitude toward the bestowing force depends on the kind of life he
is living. The life that causes a strong belief in the element of chance may
be of two kinds: - A man may feel himself too weak to w p e with the
external powers, and may consequently believe that he is in the control of
an outer destiny. On the other hand, he may be so physically vigorous that
he launches forth boldly in to the unknown and then the vast
unconquerable spaces of that region impress themselves upon him. Under
theses circumstances, again, he feels himself at the mercy of the outer
forces (Patch 1922, p. 140).

Thus we find two reasons for being passive. One comes fiom fear and insecurity
while the other comes fiom an openness to the world and a willingness to explore its
elements.
Another question about a traveler's passivity is who does the traveler give herself

up to, and also for what purpose? Helen spoke about being prepared, while at the same
time knowing that she could never completely secure her family in certain situations.
"IBings come up-whether it's a storm, a fever, or a security clerk at customs. Ebings

su&nly

change md you have to deal with them " Cumyn would describe Helen's

examples as the essential "ability to deal with unpredictable changes" while maintaining

a "strong sense of self' (Cumyn 1993, p. 11).
Travelers do not seem t o deny outside forces affecting their lives. Rather, it is
their reaction to those outside forces that makes them unique. Though it may seem
semantic at fist, there seems to be a great difference between being open rather than
passive to outside forces. Passivity implies being swept away whereas openness implies a
willingness to accept and deal with sudden changes.

Re-crossing the Boundaries
When Travelers Settle
Perhaps it is worthwhile to go back to Rebecca, our reluctant Atlas of the dream
world. For in her effort to find what she really wants to do, she has found it in a stable
house just outside of San Francisco. It is important to go back to her because after her
voyages around the world, fueled in part by other people's dreams, she has either broken
from her destiny of searching for a greater life and meaning, or perhaps she has found it
in what we would see as a 'nonnal life'. Though she has the means to skip over some of
the 'growing pains' in her profession, she has chosen to go through them. She is an
assistant who works long hours and gets little recognition. This is how she is learning

(and earning) her trade.
Two interpretations immediately come to mind: the flighty puer cries "failure"
and "wasted opportunity" in an outraged voice. The senile senex applauds the action as a
confirmation that of all places and lifestyles, this here must be the best. Perhaps though,
we might find a deeper consideration of her event as well as that of Odysseus.
In the Republic, Plato describes Odysseus's soul choosing a new life. The epic
hero, who had traveled to so many lands and seas, played a key role in the fall of Troy,
and experienced so many epic adventures, chose an unobtrusive and steady soul as his
new life (Jowett 1941, p.397).
What are we to make of this choice? Does the story imply that Odysseus regretted
his previoqs life? Does it prove that the 'steady', 'middle way' is valued most of all?
After all, why else would a hero such as Odysseus choose to suddenly settle?
The same question could be asked of a number of travelers. Tim and Barb had
traveled around the world for twelve years. They did not have children, worked on

contract for short periods of time at whatever location they were at the time, and did not
posses anything more than would fit into a small van, RV, or boat. After twelve years of
this lifestyle, they found a small piece of land in New Zealand, built a house, had two
children, and have iivedthere for just under ten years now.

"We began to unrlerstd that we

neecied to settle

down We wonted to find (I

place where we could watch the seasons go by. . . to compare this qring with ladyeark

spring. . . to watch one piece of land&veiop. "
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Does this mean that they are twelve years behind of schedule? Should they have

just started this life from the beginning? Their answer seems to be no.
"We would haw never u d r s r w d ow imd the way we do now; we would haw
never un&r~loodour chiidken the way tlwt we do now, or even ourselvesfor that matter.

. . we woulih't have fourad the place where we settled d m n

-

we wouldn't have

encountered it"
This statement becomes even more interesting when we consider the idea of
'place' not only as physical, but also as a phase in life and one's understanding. It
addresses the idea that locations, occupations, and lifestyles do not have intrinsic qualities
that ensure or deprive fulfillment. Rather they have certain resources that will yield

different products depending on who we are and what we bring to them. As a woman
fiom a small fishing village in Atlantic Canada once said, "If you think eating Lobster is

glamorous, try being raised on it fiom birth."
Anna and I were talking one night about needing to know what it is that we want
to do in our lives. Afrer a while, 1 asked her. "Sowhat do you wmtf to do with yuur lve
now?" Afer graduatingjkom University, Anna started a Securities compmy. For the next
nine years, she built it into o large, profitable business. So what would a woman who you
might see in a power suit on the cover of a business magmine want to ck, next? She
paused for a moment, and slowly uttered '7 really love to bake bread "
At first, it struck me. How could a woman who was 'atthe top', who was so well
connected and respeced want to simply "bake bread" It felt as smmge us the scene in
the Godfather,where the great mafioo is tending his tomato g d e n d making sfrange
faces at his five yew old grandson. How c

d a 'liberated' woman want to do such u

stereorypicai task?
Like Tim and Barb (the New Zealand settlers), had Anna missed out on nine years
of blissfully baking bread? Perhaps not, perhaps we cannot jump to the conclusion of a

life without going through the process of that life. Perhaps Anna could have never come
to the same understanding and appreciation of baking bread if she had never attended
university, or had never been the executive of a financial company. The choice to bake
bread now was very different fiom making that choice so many years ago.
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Another f m o r may be that it was a choice rather than necessity or

circumstance. It seems to distinguish Anna's love of baking against a fisherwoman's
dissatisfaction with eating Lobster.Had Anna been 'forced' into baking due to financial,
social, etc., reasons, she may not have experienced the same interest.
An actor I met commented, "Iwas excited when I got into commercials, and

ecstatic when I got a smofi mle in a movie. Now, I can not imag'ne accepting anything
but a W i n g role, which makes it hmd to be happy much of the time. ''
This ironic self-reflection addresses the unspoken 'progression' in life that Anna
seems to have contradicted and fieed herself from. It is the same progression that the
New Zealand couple contradicted at least twice in their lives. First they broke it when
they decided to explore the world rather than follow their middle class destinies. Then,
they broke it again when they 'put down their roots' in New Zealand.
As one International school teacher commented, '*A@ yews of working md

teaching a b r d , I &ci&d to come back home to Denver. I did it because I wanted to be
back in the moulltar*ns;because I wanted to teach at the school thor had taught me. I
w d e d to relive my ecrrler dqys through a dzfferent perspective. It was an amazing
experience.
The strange thing is thal most of the people m

d me reacted apfogetically.

"So 1guess nothfngccae along?" was a W i m f response. As though, the only reason I
would k back in a public school in Denver, ajter I I eqerienced the tropics and

private colleges, was that I had defauIted - tthar I had to take second best. W h t struck me
was that I got this response epcialiy f n m the people who had lived in D e w all of
their lives -from the people who &fended why they had stayed in Denver. 7hose satne
people, who lmented that it's too h

n cold in Denver, h t w d d never leave, yet were

diqpointed when I didh %
It seems then, that the fieedom a traveler gains fiom traveling is not simply to
continue moving and exploring vest areas (though many do so). Rather, it can be the

fieedom to find a peaceful settlement into something they have come to recognize as their
true passion. It is a fieedom that comes fiom having explored the various dreams and
options, and coming to know themselves and their available possibilities. It is the
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fieedom of knowledgeable choice. That choice, though simple at times in appearance'
can be followed with a calmer certainty and peace of heart.

This settling down with a calm sense of self, could be considered as a transition
from Puer to Senex The traveler continues to play and explore in a Puer like fashion, but
that exploration is more stationary, in-depth, and reflective. The Puer Traveler often takes
on the task of "settling" as yet another journey. As one couple mentioned "We 're excited!
Kbt many people sinply Yell into' many years ago,we me now choosing mdplmming.

We 're treating it the same way we 've treated all of our travels.

"

At this point of transition, we may begin to truly see how blurred and undefined

the lines of Puer and Senex may become. Though we may point out Puer and Senex
characteristics within the travelers, we cannot definitively pin them down to one or the
otherI9. As people who are 'settled' and have a broad understanding of the world, we may
perceive them as Senex Yet they continue to explore and renew their environment,
which is characteristic of the Puer.
Looking Ahead and Learning From One's Elders (Senex)

Having examined the necessity of experience in understanding one's life and
choices we should again caution that not all experience is necessary. As one traveler
reflects,
I didn't have to spend men@years (or evenf i e ) climbing the corporate H e r to
udrsfiuui thar becoming a m i d e manager was not what I wanted Nor

did I have to
spend two years fjring my brain in Gm, India in order to understand thal it was a dead
end
Both the flighty puer and passive senex, use the 'lived experience' argument to
avoid facing what is ahead, and stay on their 'ill-fated' path. The inexperienced puer
knows well in advance that jumping off a cliff is rash, but prefers not to 'deal' with it.
"Oh well" is his answer, 'what ever happens, happens.' Likewise the passive senex

makes a cynical remark just before signing a twenty year contract with the bank. Both
know (or have a feeling) that what they are about to do is not beneficial, but both refuse
Nor would we want to pin them down to either the pler or senex For, as discussed much earlier, a
strictly puer or senex personality is by definition, a negative trait.
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to step outside of their character and look for alternatives. Both refuse to change, and
anticipate the negative outcomes of their actions.
The traveler must look ahead. Life is too short to 'live through' all of the options
and explore all the forks in its road. Some travelers have learned to 'sample' lifestyles.
They have been able t o 'sneak a peek' into various lifestyles in order to better choose
their path. These 'peeks' into a subculture, lifestyle, o r industry, have to be genuine,

however. The waiter at an exclusive club may not necessarily be able to understand the
'community' feeling of high society. Hans explains:
Ifyou do it right, you'll zmdertand the group enough to comltSJ&r
yourselfa part
of it. You will, in one way or another, identrfi with it. Even ifyou do not want to be a put
of it, you'll recognize why others would wmt to be. You'llenvy them, once in a while. ..
It 's much harder than simply demonizing the groupfiom a stranger 's point of view-

Faulty Teachers and False Inspirations
One of our last topics of discussion is the problem we face when we come to
understand that our initial travels may have been puerile, or that the source of inspiration
may not have been true to its image.
An example o f this can be found in the traveler narratives of this thesis. Many of
these narratives were told to me many years ago. I have recounted them many times
throughout my own travels and discussions. I have used them as my inspiration,
motivation, and in a way, as methodological blueprints for my own transgressions.
Sometimes when I retell the stories back to the original travelers, they correct me on
some the details, which at times, form the crucial backbone to the stories.
What should I now do with these stories? How should I resolve these new
explanations when d l of the dreams and outcomes that I achieved may have been based
on a possible misinterpretation?
First of all, I could consider how and where the story could have changed.

Perhaps it was slowly altered as I kept retelling it, and inlksed it with my own ideals and
goals? (A type of long term, one person, 'telephone game'.) Perhaps the story had been
erroneously told to me by the person himherself. Better put, perhaps some of the details
had been unconsciously changed, or omitted to fit the excitement and purpose of the
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story. Finally, perhaps the person now has a different outlook on life, and has changed

hidher version of the story. Most likely it is a combination of all of these.
I would suggest that this is not the direction we should focus on. For, as
mentioned earlier, if we learn and trust only the things that are empirically true, then we
could never learn anything fkom a Homeric tale or any other piece of 'fiction.' As an
analogy, we would be like a child who gives up a track and field career because her
inspiration and role model tests positive for steroids. This form of learning and living,
rests all value and meaning on the author of the message. It does not account for what we,
ourselves, have done with that message, and what that message has allowed us to do.
We have to recognize the narratives' current effkct (whether good or bad),
regardless of what its original intentions were, or who it was meant to address. The task
of any narrative is to influence and teach us something. For example, it seems
preposterous that the disproving of a historical Jesus might discredit Mother Theresa's
work in Calcutta Hospitals. Her work has to stand on its own, even though it was deeply
influenced by and for the narrative of a historical ~esus~'.Otherwise the process of
learning would be a road to perpetual disappointment and cynicism. For as we learn, our
teachers and mentors reveal themselves as weaker and more human than we would want
them to be. Even our own dreams would disappoint us, as we would come to learn that
our original goals were childish. Such an approach would never let the flighty puer
mature to become a learned h e r or a wise Senex. Rather it would land back on solid
ground and say "I flew for wrong reasons; therefore I shall never fly again", thus
submitting itself to the life of a passive senex.
The 'Common' Traveler
There may be something very valuable in the statement that "'as we learn, our
teachers and mentors reveal themselves as weaker and more human than we would want
them to be." This statement may ring true to those who have come to better know various
travelers. As a Mend who visited a group of expatriates in Kuala Lumpur explained, ''I

This does not mean ttrat we should not bother understanding what her influenceswere and how they
affected her work.
'O
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was a bit disappointed, realiy. I tharght there would be more to them, but it seems thar
they w e most& like everybody else. I n

-

t e ~even I

coulddo what they do. ''

Could it be that the life of the traveler ends up being 'day-to-day?' Could it be
that after a closer inspection, the traveler becomes more common than we thought? It is a

strange feeling when we realize the 'comrnomess' of many of these stories. At once,
some of that romantic image is lost, and some of the splendor and mystique sheds to
reveal a 'regular7 person. It can be seen as ironic that the traveler has gone so far only to
be so similar. Seen in this way, the image of the traveler fdls down a notch in the same

way the image of the Parinthean islands dropped when I realized that they had the same
issues with alcoholism and conflict as any other society.

Yet,could this type of 'common' understanding of the traveler be necessary in
order to engage with his experience? Could it be that seeing a traveler as 'one of us'
creates a certain type of 'access' to his life that was never before possible? Seeing the
traveler as similar allows us to truly consider his life. Therefore, though we have lost the
romantic image of the traveler, we have gained insight into his methodology.
Seeing a traveler's daily struggles should not, however, be a senile verification of
"Why should I travel, when everywhere I go, I will encounter the same problems, and the
same 'day-to-day."' This would abandon the opportunity to consider the 'access' into a
new person's life. This unique view, opens the door to the possibility that we might learn
from him, or to follow his path. Before their own begimings, most travelers had this type
of 'humanizing' experience with other, more seasoned travelers. Peter was that type of
experience for me. He had a terrible air of 'commomess and practicality' about him that
simply extinguished any romantic notion of what it took to be a traveler.

In n later meeting with Peter, he showed me an mticle of his that was published
in a ppulm Yachlng magmine. 1was awed and mked "'wow, so you 're a journalist as
well." He said "no" d showed me the simple step by step method thor he used to
construct the articlefor it to be published Had Peter Rept quiet md humbiy said '"Ohno.
1-

got lucky, I guess': I WOUMhave idolzed him as an unawme creative genius, but

instead I was faced with the image of man who, though he muy be clever, was very
common, cmd used very simple techniques to atlain his incredible goal".
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Rather than feeding the romantic ideas that I was trying to place on him, Peter

kept breaking them, and in plain language, gave me the methodology for how I could do
it myself Intrinsic in that methodology is the fact of 'possibility' and the idea that

possibility leads to opportunity. I could no longer see Peter as a genius, as rich, or as
immensely courageous. I saw him as a regular person, and I saw his actions in a regular
way. Though this may have dulled some of the image in what he was doing, it also gave

me the ability to see myself in his shoes. It allowed me to consider the lifestyle as
something possible. Like my fiend fkom Kuala Lumpur, it gave me the ability to say

"even I could ria what they do.

JJ

This is what Daniel meant when he spoke about "the realization thar you can do
anything you want and do it consistent&. It was not a psychological pep talk; it was not
"

motivational at all. It was a realization of exactly how common the process to achieving
most d r e w s really is.
CONCLUSION
So How Was It?

I wpuld venture to say that just about every traveler who has returned fiom a long
journey, encounters the following question fiom hidher family and peers: "So, how was
it?" The question hovers in a state of agitated perplexity. How can we answer it, apart
from a typical "Good", "Breathtaking", "Challenging", or perhaps "It was a real ordeal."
How can the traveler encapsulate all of her encounters and experience? A list of places

and events, though energetic and intriguing, would not bring us any closer to a serious
answer.
Likewise now, having finished writing about the topology of a traveler's
transgression, what should be our concluding remarks? In the Preface, 1mentioned that
we should not look to make a specific point, o r answer one particular question. This is not
to say that we did not encounter any points, o r did not answer any questions. To the
contrary, we found answers to question we could have never conceived of (or understood
their importance) until after the start of our journey.
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then, we could consider a few final ideas, not in an effort to encapsulate

all that we encountered, but in an effort to simply reflect and reconsider (again) our

journey.
Returning to our Parents

Perhaps we cotlld reconsider the relationship between the traveler (and our own
progress through this text) and the classic narratives, as that between a parent (or
grandparent) and a child: In the e n 4 we went back to our parents and listened to their
stories again, but fiom a new and more mature perspective. We no longer heard them as
bitter whining but listened to their advice in order to gain balance and access to insights.
We also came to understand that, no matter how hard we tried, we could not get their full
approval of where and how we wanted to go. We could not get their approval, because it

was not there. It could not be, and probably should not be. Our parents are not us, and we
must learn to walk on our own: watching the horizon ahead of us, while remembering
what we encountered before. Though they will not come with us, we will bring them as

our history, our experiences, and our social conditioning. We will remember them, and
their voices will come out of the new environments that we encounter.

Theory vs. Practice
At the beginning of Chapter Three, we discussed the need to live through our
knowledge, and to get involved in the messy detours and repetitive tangents. Likewise
now, having gone through the process of transgression in text, does not negate the need to
do the same in 'real life.' This is what separates theory fiom practice. We must all go
through the various puerlsenex struggles that are lined with flighty aspirations and senex
cynicisms. Even though we may consciously accept the Puer traveler, we will still catch
daily snippets of "the old man squawking comments in the back of [our] head[s]".
Likewise as travelers, we will occasionally catch ourselves childishly jeering the Senex
image.
By listening to the traveler's stories (or writing about them), we do not

immediately become the travelers, nor do we automatically accept or understand the
traveler. Never the less, by catching ourselves, and remembering our encounters with the
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'other', we will grow to understand that their condition 'is not wholly incompatible
with ours.' These initial encounters leave us more open to firture encounters; the more we

witness, the more inclined are we to continue.
Thus, the next time we hear ourselves saying "Oh 1wish I could do that," we will
not we be able to leave the statement unexamined. There will always be a footnote
attached to that statement. This footnote - this intemption, will bring us back to the

traveler, who claims to read the statement differently.

What W e Have Learned From Experience
Perhaps then, the definition of an 'experienced' traveler is not someone who has
attained world knowledge but someone who knows how to, and is willing, to be open. As
we discussed in the Fortuna section, a good traveler is not someone who knows what
opportunities await him, but rather someone who is able to 'spot' new ones in a different
light. Thus a traveler knows how to look for something, rather than knowing what will be
there.
In the end, the narratives that we encountered in this thesis are not about the
Greeks and their gods, nor are they about modem day travelers. Instead, they are about a

venture, and a taking of risk into an unknown. With experience however, the unknown
becomes known - not in the sense that we can predict what we will encounter, but that
we become experienced at encountering the unknown.
Reconsidering Transgression

Finally, even the word transgression loses its appropriateness. For transgression
indicates a breaking fkom, or through. It belongs to our younger and previous action: the

Puer's necessary rebellion from the Senex (good or bad). Now, after we have come to
tenns with the Senex and his boundaries, and the Senex has come to terms with the Puer
and his flight, we no longer transgress these boundaries, as much as we transcend them.
We do not step outside of them, but rather leave them be, and stop fixating on their senile
patter.
When we were young, we focused on the rules and how they limited us. Thus,
when we were breaking these limitations, we were still controlled by them, for we
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focused specifically on their transgression. Transcending rather than transgressing
allows us to no longer fixate on these boundaries. We no longer have to rebel, and spend
energy breaking away, for that very act ties us to the boundary. This does not indicate
whether the boundaries still exist, or if we are on their outside or their inside. We have

learned that some are illusions while others are a necessary part of who we are and why
we travel. Transcendence does not mean not caring or being affected by the boundaries,
but rather gaining a new understanding (Senex), and no longer stressing nor being

confined by them. Thus, Kant's dove transcends the air

- not when it finds itself in a

vacuum, but when it has come to understand its interaction and necessity with the air.
It is important to note that this distinction between transcendence and
transgression is a Senex intellectualization. If this understanding is left solely in the
domain of Senex theoria, then we will remain one sided. In order to be complete we must
return to the h e r , who is more amazed by the fact that it is happening than how it might
happen.

For the Puer, Kant7sdove transcends the air by simply taking flight. Thus, at the
end of our examination, the combined 'Puer et Senex' traveler will not be content to
simply 'sleep on it7, but is immediately "seized by pothos7' (Hillman 1978, p.52) to
physically step out of the discussion room and put the ideas to practice.
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